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Introduction 
Since the Introduction, of the European Corn Borer 
(Pyrausta nubilalis Hubner) i"to the United States there 
has been an increased interest in all insects which have 
the habit of boring in corn. Many of our native stalk 
borers, heretofore little knoTsna in literature but frequent­
ly of considerable local iroportance, are now receiving so'ne 
nensure of attention. Certain of these borers, for example 
the rsTaartweed borer (Pyrausta ainsliei Hein. ) and tbe lotus 
borer (Pyrausta peni'alis Grote), are of interest because 
they so closely resemble the European Corn borer thf-t 
differentiation between the species is difficult, others, 
for exai!iple, the stalk borer (Par>ai-oema nebris Gn.) and 
four lined borer (Lur^erinn, stiT>ta !,-orr.) are corn nests 
of considerable importance ond Btill others for exaniple, 
the spindle t?c-rm, (Ach^tod^ seae Harris) and the lined-
corn borer (Qllfan fra.ctilinea Grote) although of minor 
economic ±'^-port:--nce are frequently found in corn are 
occasionally confused ^^ith the o'hsr borers. 
•^n view of uhe general interest in these borers, the 
larg-e rjinount of confusion that oxhiPts find the extensive 
damage done by tv?o of the bo"ers it deemed advisable 
to malce a thorough etuc5y of their bionoraics. 
The dnta prepented in the following pnges the 
repul ^ j^il^studies condu.cted -during the years 1936-1928 • 
inclusive. 
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MSTKODS 
The life history studies and expexiinente were 
conducted largely r.t Araes, Iowa, in a screened out~ 
door laboratory. 
Larvae were reared individually in shell vials and 
stender dishes. Thirteen by sixty mra. shell vials with 
cotton plugs were used for the first three instars, and 
sixty by thirty-five ram. stender dishes or three ounce 
crystal glass ointment jars, were used for the latter 
instars. Three ounce ointment j?-rs with r;erforated 
aluminuia tops were found to be most satisfactory for work 
with the larger caterpillars. Observations were easily 
Eiade and the perforated lids permitted the free exchange 
of air preventing the accumulation of moisture and injuri­
ous gases. The larvae were exeniined daily, all raolts were 
recorded and the food changed as needed, which was usually 
every second cay. Larvae were collected in the field at 
v/eekly intervals to compare the developraent in the field 
with insectary rearing records. 
Pupae were placed on moist, fine sand in the same 
type of ventilated jar as -ffss used for mature larvae. 
Shortly after emergence the woths were removed to 
jaodified Riley cages where their activities could be 
observed by placing a red electric light bulb near the side 
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of the cage opposite the observer. 
In order to determine the number of eggs laid by 
individual females, oairs of Taoths were placed in battery 
jars containing dead corn and grass leaves. These cages 
were exaiained deily and all eggs counted and reraoved. 
Other pairs v/ere caged with both living and dead nlante. 
The eggs were not counted until after the raoths hsd died. 
Egg masses were left attached to the plants on which they 
were deposited r.nd were kept in the outdoor laboratory 
during the winter months. 
THE FOTJR-LIHED BORER 
Luperiaa' Btipata (Morr.) 
The first reference to the four-lined borer as a 
pest was made by F. M. Webster (52), who in 1889 re­
ported It as doing serious damage to com in various parts 
of Indiana, especially on low, recently drained and newly 
broken land. A year later (referring to his nbte of 1889) 
he wrote, "Since that notice was written, reports of serious 
depredations have corae to me froin Clinton, Miatni, Madison 
and Jolmson Countie^, Indiana, all indicatxnpf that this is 
the most destructive of all cutworms in the localities 
where it occurs; some fields being totally ruined, and that, 
too, after it is too late in the season for replanting. 
Both low and high lands, timothy and clover sod seera alike 
attacked, even though the ground may have borne but one 
previous crop of grass or clover." Asidefros these early 
reports by Webster there is little in literature concerning 
out-breaks of this species. Forbes (17) in his monograph 
on com insects mentions the occurrence of the larva in 
Illinois but he says nothing concerning its economic im­
portance in the state. 
On June 18, 1927, the writer, accoRipanied by Dr. C. J. 
Drake, visited the Oris '^eig farm near Pandall, Iowa where 
the borer was found working in a field of com. Most of the 
damage was confined to a low area near a p'rairie meadow which 
extended along one side of the field. On July 14, 1937 
several specimens were received frorfi Kossuth county where 
the borer doing conciderable darcr ge in tiTO corn fields. 
These infestations also occurred in fields adjacent to 
aress of natural prairie sod. 
In 1928 and again in 192S the borer reappeared at 
r-andall and also in several counties' in the northern part 
of the State. From one-half to two snd one-half acres of 
corn were destroyed in each of the seven largest infestat­
ions exasined. 'Tost of the infestations, hov/ever, were 
S!r5all and only a fev/ rox?s of corn alonr the margins of the 
fields were seriously injured. It would be difficult to 
estisiste the total loss resulting frosi the numerous sisall 
infestr-tions of this type. 
DISTRIBUTION 
Luperina stioata is a North American species and is 
generally disLriouted over the northeastern portion of 
the United States and pf-,rt of Candida. It is definitely 
reported as occurring in Hew Brunswick, Waine, Massachusetts, 
Hew York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, I'innesota, 
Iowa and Colorado. The adult soths are quite rare in 
collections, due to the fact thf-.t they are infrequently 
attracted to lights and are very adeot at concealment- in 
the field. Hence, it is not improbable that this species 
occurs in regions outside of its present known range. 
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The borer is found thruout Iowa, but it is much more 
common in the north-central portion. The Iowa records 
are given in fig. 15. 
HOST PLANTS 
Field observations indicate that the comon slou^ 
grass (Spartina niichauxiana Hitrhs,) is its natural host 
plant, as it is the only plant in -which ihe borer has 
been consistently found. In the north-central part of 
the State practically every stand of B-partins of five 
square yards or larger was infested, and it might be 
added that nearly every one of the. numerous small patches 
growing along fence ro^s wrs also infested. Very young 
borers have been taken in tiiaothy (Phleuin pretense L.), 
-wild rye (ElviriUS robuetus Scribn. and J. G. Sm.), sedge 
(Carex sp.). oats (Avena sativa L.)-and corn (Zea laays L.) 
A few half-grown larvae were found feeding in the crowns 
of green foxtail (Setaria viridis L.) and Mexican drop-
seed (Muhlenbergia mexicana L. Trin.). Corn is apparently 
the only cultivated plant that is comraercially injured 
by the borer and so far r s knovm is the only, plant 
other thEn S-partina in -which the borer readily matures. 
KATtTHS OF INJURY 
The larva attacks its host in several different 
ways. On tender young plants the newly ha.tched larvae 
usually bore into the stem near the surface of the soil 
or crawl under the lowest leaf sheath and enter at thPt 
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point» On larger and tougher plants they frequently 
cliiab up the plant and tunnel down into the "open heart." 
If the soil is loose or if there is a crevice in the 
ground near the plant, the borer frequently tunnels in­
to the stera below the surface ?^nd just above the crown 
(fig. 3). Upon the death of their initial host, first, 
second and third instar larvae may enter a second host 
by one of the above mentioned.ways. As the borerii 
coae older and larger the tendency to work below the 
surface of the soil prevails. Borers in the fourth and 
later instars invariably descend to the bottom of their 
burroTsrs and then laigrate underground to other plants. 
In this way a single borer sometimes destroys every 
plant in a hill of corn \Tithout coming to the surface of 
the soil. 
Corn is usually attacked by half-grown larvae 
raigrating from wild host plants. After entering below 
the surface of the soil they bore upwp.rd thru the "heart" 
and ultimately kill the plant. This Kode of attack pro­
duces what is corani'only known to the grower as "deed 
heart." (fig. If.) It is characterized by the central 
portion of the plant bein-.-: de-d -while the outer leaves 
retrain green and appear healthy. The tunnels form favor­
able avenues for the en ranee of decay producing oro:3n- ' 
is?ns, and the coniplete destruction of the plant is only 
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a matter of a few days. 
COI;?PARISOI? OP IifJURY WITH ^HAT PRODUCED BY OTHER BOBSRS 
Several species of insects are more or less commonly 
found to attack corn in such a way tMt the injury might 
easily be confused with that of the four-lined borer. 
The stalk "borers, Papaipema nebris (On.) and £. cataphracta 
(Grote); the spindle worm, Achstodes zea (Harris); the 
lined corn borer, Oligia fractilinea Grote; the pale west­
ern cutworsi, Porosagrotis orthogonia ^ 'orr.; the hop-vine 
borer, Hydroecia iraaanis Gn.; wire worms, Melaaotus spp., 
and several other insects frequently cause "deed heart^' 
in corn. The injuries produced by these insects laay be 
so much alike that only a trained observer can distinguish 
them. The final determination, of course, frequently 
rests in the finding of borers. 
The species raost apt to be confused with Luperina 
stipata is the stalk borer (Paoaipem nebris). The larva 
of the latter is white, marked "sstith four longitudinal 
purplish brown stripes and a broad band of the ssme color 
around the raiddle of the body, ^t enters the plant above 
the soil line, and by burro's?ing upwards it destroys the 
central portion of the plant. It seldom works in that 
portion of the plant which is below the ground. In general 
appearance and method of attack: P.. cataphracta is very 
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sisiilar to this species. 
The larva of the pale western cutworm is a dull, 
gray or greenish caterpillar, rather inconspicuously 
.marked vith fine greenish or greenish brown longitudinal 
stripes. This species almost invariably attaclcs the 
plant below the surface of the soil, and when not 
actually feeding the larva is usually to be found in 
the soil some few inches away from the plant. Ordinar­
ily this srecies will be found on high, light soils, 
while the four lined-borer will be found on heavier low­
land soils. 
The larva of the soindle woriji {Achatodes zea) is 
yellov?ish-white with head, thoracic and anal shields, 
glossy-black; each body segment is adorned with 13 to 
14 prominent black tubercles. This species is con;mon in 
elder-berry and occasionally attacks com and other 
plants gro^ng in close proximity. Injury to corn is 
very similar to that produced by Papaipeaa nebris. 
The lined cora borer (Oligia fractilinea) and the 
hop-vine borer (Hvdroecia iiairianis) are not often en­
countered in corn in lo^a. The former prefers to enter 
the "heart" of the plant from above, '&'hile the latter 
usually enters near the ground and burrows upward in the. 
stem. 
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Wireworms (Melanotus and other genera) occasionally 
burrow into the side of the stesa and kill the young com 
plants. Several other species of insects, such as cut­
worms, sod -©ebwornis, seed corn maggots, aphids and white-
grubs, which wor}c on the roots, isiay kill the plant; but 
in these cases the whole plant wilts and dies, and such 
injury would not be confused with "dead heart." 
Mention should be aade of mechanical injury not be-
ca,use it reserables injury by the bor-er but rather be­
cause borer injury may be overlooked and passed as 
mechanical injury. (By laechanical injury is meant injury 
due to machines, wind or weather.) "^ery often infestat­
ions at the edge of the field go unobserved, and all of 
the damage is attributed to injuries resulting from 
cultural operations. 
SYSTEMATIC HISTORY kW BYmMM 
1875 Hadena stipata Morrison. Proc. Acad. Hat. Sci. of 
PhiladelDhis, XXYII, p. 64. 
1889 Hadena stiprta '5ebster. inpect Life. XI, p. 132. 
18S0 Hadena stinata Webster. Insect Life. II, p. 383. 
1890 Luperina stipata Smith. U. S. Nat. lJus., ixill, p. 411. 
1890 Luperina (Hadena) stitjata Webster. Bui. il. S. D. A, 
Bur. Sint, 22, p. 47. 
1893 Luperlna stipata Siaith. Bui. II. S. Hat. Hus. 44, p. 131. 
^^94 Hadena stimta Webster. Insect Life. ¥1, p. 146. 
1901 Hadena stipata Beutenmuller. Bui. Ara. Mus. Kat. Hist. 
XI'^, p. 301. 
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1903 Hadens sti-nr^ts. Dyar. Bui. U. S. Hat. Mus., 52, 
p. 53. 
1905 Kedena stip^'ta Forbes. 23rd. Pept. of State Entom­
ologist of 111. p. 77. 
1908 Lu-perina stipata Harnpson. Cat. Lepid. Phal. VII, 
p. 468. 
191£j Luperina stipatp. Barnes & McDunnough. Check List 
Bepid. B. Are., p» 63. 
This species was described by H. K. Morrison (35) 
in 1875, as Hadena stioata^ from a specimen sent to him 
by Mr. ThoiBas S. Bean of Illinois. Fifteen years later 
Smith (42) transferred stiT^ata to the genus Lur)erina. 
Sin e that time stipata has been frequently changed from one 
genus to the other, due to the fact thfit differences of 
opinion as to peneric types have led to considerable con­
fusion in these p.nd certain other noctuid genera. Recent 
•sjorkers, 'nair.Dson^ Brrnes, ?-cDunnough and Heinrick, however, 
are ogreed that stipata should be placed in the genus 
Lu'perina. 
C0M150N KAME 
'.debater (53) and (54) has referred to this species 
as a cutworra, aid ?orbes (17) mentions it with other 
species of the .genus under the catotion "The Hadene Stalk 
Borers," but so far as the writer can find no SDecific 
comraon naise has been applied to it. In as much as this 
insect is raost frequently found as a charGcteristically 
striped, boring caterpillax it may be a-oproDriately called 
the "four-lined borer." 
DSSCHIPTIONS 
(Fig. 1», c.) 
Oblate-splieroidal, circular in cross section, pearly 
white when laid but soon turning yellowish gra-y or pinkish; 
exochorion sculptured with approximately one hundred raised, 
longitudinal ridges; converging of ridges produces re­
ticulated area around poles; micropyle located in the 
center of one flattened pole surrounded by rosette of pyri-
form cells. 
'Equatorial diameter .635 mm.; polar diameter .450 mra, 
LARVA 
: . First, to fifth instars. . 
Head flattened, circular to obovate in outline, 
yellow with smoky shading; trophi brown: ocelli conspic­
uous, black, six on each side. Body nioderately slender, 
cyliridrical, tapering towrird both eTtreniities, except in 
newly hatched and recently molted individuals, which 
taper gradually frora hea.d to anal extremity. Thoracic 
shield broad, undivided, sraoljy yellow to fuscous, darker 
near the cephalic and lateral rsargins; anal shield snioky 
yellow, darker near pjargins, with five spines on the 
caudsl inargin» Legs and prolegs normal (ho^-ever, young • 
larvae frequently inove with a looDing raoveraent similar 
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to that of georaetrid larvae); spiracles with dark 
"brown or black borders and pale centers; eighth 
abdominal spiracle larger and higher than the others. 
Sewly hatched larvae pale yellov;ish white, slightly 
dusky caudad, often with a pinkish or greenish tinge. 
Characteristic color pattern evident in all instars. 
Ground color of body yellowish ^hite; body segjaents 
from mesothoracic to the ninth abdoEiinal inclusive 
narked with four broad, reddiah-brown, longitudinal 
stripes; two subdorsal stripes separated by a narrow 
dorsoraedian line of yellowish-white; a broad irregular, 
somewhat broken and apparently double, lateral stripe 
on each side Just above the soirncles; also a lights 
double sublateral stripe, extendin. from the first to 
the ninth abdoisinal segments just above the base of the 
prolegs; ventral surface yellowish white. 
HecC ca'ocule measur-efBents for each ins tar are sho^ 
in table I, 
Table I. Larval head capsule, v/idths in Ifm. 
: Instars 
s I II : III IV : V VI VII 
Theoretical:.316 
Six insta.r :.315 
larvae : 
Seven instar.315 
larvae ; 
.478 :.735 
.470 :.720 
,469 :.718 
• 
• 
1.09 :1.66 
1.10 :1.65 
• 
1.07 :1.57 
» 
2.52 
2.42 
2.04 .58 
Sixth instar (fig. l.d,.) 
Head rounded, slightly bilobed, quadrate to obovate 
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in outline, yellowish, faintly mottled ?;ith fuscous; 
trophi brown; ocelli, six on each side, blaclc^III, IV 
and 7 larger than I, II and '71 (fig- 9). Spistoiaa with 
1 2 2 
normal setae (S , E ); the distance bet".?een E on either 
•n 
side Kiore than t-v^ice that between E and Frontal 
punctures (F^) very close tof^;ether and imraedirtely be­
tween frontal setae (F-), near lower margin of frons. 
The distance between and Adf^ greater than the distance 
between Adf^ and Adf^; A.c3f^ well behind beginning of LR, 
Adfrontal puncture (Adf^) slightly anterior to beginning 
of LR; closer to Adf^ than to' Adf^. Anterior setae (A^, 
A^ and A^) foriaing a slightly obtuse angle; A^ short, 
1 3 13 
about equidistant from A and A j and A long. Ant-
s» 
erior' puncture (A ) equidistant from, and slightly above 
2 3 X 2 
a. li'^ .e connecting A and A . Posterior setae (P , P ) 
"J op 
long; P laterad and slightly nosteripr of Adf^; post-
1 1 o 
erior to P ; the distance oetween P and P'=' equal to the 
- ^ 12 distance between P and Adf^; a line connecting P and P 
approsiraately parallel to LR. Posterior punctures two; 
Q 1 1 
P nearer to L than to any other seta, lying bet^reen L 
and Adf^; P^ close to and slightly latero-ventrad of P^. 
1 13 Lateral seta (L ) remote from P and A with which it 
11 13 forms a right triangle, L" F oeing perpendicular to L A . 
-1 
Lateral punctures (L^) remote posteroventrad of L . Ocellar 
X o 3 
setae (0 , 0 , 0 ) well separated; arra-nr-ed in the form of 
-19-
1 3 ? X 
an isosceles triangle (0 0 being eque.l to 0 0'"'); 0 
ventrad of oceiius I¥; 0^ postero-ventrad of ocellus X; 
3 0 remote, postero-ventrad of ocellus VI, Ocellar punct-
:  n  
ure (0^) lying between 0 and ocellus V but nearer to the 
seta than fee the ocellus. Genal seta (G ) remote, post-
eroventrad of 0 . Genal puncture (G ) antero-dorsad of 
G^. Suboeellar setae (SO^, SO^, SO^) triangularly placed, 
3 
SO very close to ocellus V .  Suboeellar puncture (SO^) 
1 
equidistant between SO"^ and SO . 
Body cylindrical, moderately stout, tapering tomrds 
both'extreraities, without secondary hairs, dirty white in 
color, *i?ith characteristic color n^rkin s of earlier instars 
only faintly discernible; legs and prolegs normal. Chrochets 
uniordinal and arranged in a wesoseries. Prothoracic shield 
broad, undivided, yellowish, rsore or less smoky, '-ith sreall 
area of pigmented granules between l'" ?nd 11^. Spiracles 
oval, black tyith brovm centers; eighth abdominal spiracle 
slightly larger and higher than the others. Anal plate yellow­
ish with five reddish brown spines on its posterior margin. 
Body setae pale yellow to amber, moderately long; tubercles 
inconspicuous, not strongly chitini^ed. (fig. 8.) 
Prothox'ax: I^, I , 11®", II® and 11^ on the shield; the 
two former on the cephpllic margin, the three latter on the 
caudal margin; I® absent (or may be represented by the 
puncture on the shield close to 11*^); IV and V approximate 
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and on a single chitinization chephalad of the sr)ir~ 
acle; Vi bisetose, ventrad of D/ and V; ?II represented 
% a number of setae at the base of the leg; ¥111 cauuo-
ventrad of the leg. 
a b 
Mesothorax and metathoraxt I near the dorsosieson, I , 
11^ and 11*^ alaost in line and successively ventrad of 
Ill caudo-ventrad of II ; IV dorso-cephalad of III; V ceph5.1o— 
ventrsd of IV; VI directly ventrad of 11^,. remote; VII and 
VIII as on prothorax. 
First and second abdominal segi'sents: X near dorsoaeson; 
II caudo-ventrnd of I; III directly dorsad of the spirecle; 
2, III cephalo-ventrad of III but ceplialo-dorsad of spiracle; 
IV caudad of the upper comer of the spiracle; V ventrad of 
the spiracle; VI caudo-ventrad of V, reiaote; VII cephalo-
ventrad of VI, bieetose on firot and trisetose on second 
segments; VIII ventrad and slightly caudad of VII p;:roup. 
Third to sixth abdominal segments saise as preceding, 
except VII is situated on outer face of proleg and VIII on 
its inner face. 
Seventh abdominal segnient; I, II, III, III ^ V and 
VIII as before; IV dropped to a point caudo-ventrad of spir­
acle; VI moved forward and directly ventrad of V; VII unise-
tose, caudo-ventrad of VI, 
Eighth abdominal segment: I as before; II caudad and 
slightly ventrad of I; III cephalo-dorsad of spiracle; III®" 
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directly cephalad of spiracle; IV caiidad of spiracle; V  
ventrad and slightly cephalad of soirscle; Vi caudo-ventrad 
of V; VII unisetose, directly ventrad of spiracle; VIII 
ventrad of VII. 
Ninth abdoaiinal segraent: II near the dorsomeson; I 
cephalo-ventrad of II; III sarall, ventrad, reinote and slight­
ly cauded of II; P/, VII a,nd VIII in line and successively 
ventrad III. 
Tenth abdorainal cegm:;nt; four prominent setae on each 
half of plate; niiinerous short setae aroimd base of proleg. 
Hee.(' r/idth, 3,24 to 2.80 ninu Average of 100, 2.53 rr.ra. 
Length of body, 23 to 31 rfjn. Ave-age of 50, 28 rara. 
PUPA 
(Fig. 1, e.) 
Tyoical noctuid puoa; (fig. 11) labrtn};: separated frora 
clyoeuG by distinct suture, labirl paloi visible, about' 
one-fourth len/..-th of maxillae; niesothoracic \?injrB reaching 
nearly to ventro-caadal margin of fourth abdominal segment. 
Maxillae prominent, ve;--ching almost to t ip of wings. Pro-
thoracic legs slightly raore than half as long as laaxillae, 
prothorscic feaur exposed; sesothrecic legs slightly longer 
than antennae, nearly as Ion.;' as raaxillae; metRtho"acic 
le£;s exposed caudad of aa-xillae, extending to tit> of wings. 
Abdorainal se^ riients gradually t;?pering; dorso-cerihalic mar­
gins of abdo.'iiinal segments four, five, six- and seven marked 
"s^ith many small, chitini^ed, circul-?r oits-; pit raarkings 
extending to ventral surface of segr-aents five, six find 
seven but fewer in nuinber and less prominent; spiracles 
(except eight abdominal) ellipsoidal, dark brown; eighth 
abdo?£iinal spiracle -.educed to slit-lilce opening; prolegs 
scars absent; larval setae and setal arrangement largely 
retained; cremster short, ending in two straight (or 
slightly curved) sharp soines; color varying from very 
light to darlr brown (according to age); genital opening 
of female siniple, slit-like,cephal3.d of eighth abdominal 
spirocle, cephalic margins of segments nine and 'ten curved 
forward towards genital o^^ening; genital opening of mole 
si'-sple, slit-lilce, on a slii^ht elevation, caudrd of 
eig'hth abdofflinol troiracle, on ventro-ca:idal margin of 
ninth abdominral segar.ent. 
Length 18 to 23 Tan-; greatest width 8 to 7 ram. 
ADULT 
(Tig. 1, a and b.) 
Female: Head and thorax ochraeus gray, suffused vfith 
fuscous rown; eyes large, ro^Jiided; frons siTiOoth; palpi 
•upturned, third joint short, oblique, sides more or less 
blackish, Prothoracic and inetathoracic crests divided, 
a transverse black band extending av, oss front of pro-
thoracic crest. Legs grayish fuscous to bla'^kish; tibia 
moderately fringed with hair, tarsi dark, often with li^t 
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rings. Fore v/ings (fig. 10) rather narrow, pale fuiscous, 
suffused with pvirplish brown, especially along costal raargin; 
distal portion of cuijitus and base of 9,nd Cu^ veins 
white, black defined by ochreous white beyond transverse 
posterior band; other veins dark often black; subbasal and 
transverse anterior bands reduced to few black scalee5 or 
obsolete; transverse posterior band faint to obscure, in­
distinctly double, margins black, center white, indistinct 
in radial cells, outwardly oblique to inwardly oblique 
frora Cu^ to near 3nd A., thence straight or indefinite to 
margin; subterrainal band faint, white inner raargin out­
lined by black, indistinct to M3, inwardly oblique froTs 
Cu^, to center of CU2 cell, then curved slightly out to 
meet 2nd A. at raargin; terminal line represented by a 
series of black lunules between veins; claviform replaced 
by broad black fascia in Cu cell froin't. a. to t. p.; 
obicular small, irregular, defined by black, absent in 
some speciraens; reniform small, upright, irregular, light 
to fuscous center outlined by black, rest at union of Mr. 
and Cu^ veins, sinuous black streak below base of cell; 
undulating black streak in cell A^, before t. a.; terminal 
space dark fuscous;, triangular black area covering cell 
3 
and distal portions of and cells. Hind wing dirty 
white, slightly darker near tremen; underside of both "swings 
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dirty isrhite irrorated with orown; p.bdoraen dirty white 
tinged with brown towards extremity, lateral fringe of 
hairs but no distinct lateral tufts. 
Male: Similar to feaiale, usually slightly lighter 
in color. Antennae ciliated, the anal tuft rrore or less 
bushy or fan shaped. iSxpajase, 28 to 40 raia. 
LIFE HISTORY AHD HABITS 
Egg 
The normal length of the egg stage is about eight a.nd 
one-half or nine months. ^ggs which are deposited between 
July 15 and the last of August do not hatch until the 
following soring, usually during the latter riart of April. 
Hatching dates for 1928 and 1929 were identical, beginning 
April 16, and extending" to April 30, with a niaxiiauni hatch 
Aprilj 22. It aopears that the length of the egg stage may 
I 
be exceedingly variable under different conditions of terap-
erature and humidity. 
Development: Some erabryological development takes 
place during the firet fev; days after egg deposition, but 
in s few days gro^/th ceases and the eggs reaain in a parti­
ally developed condition until ST)ring or until after a 
suitable exposure to some reactivating or accelerating 
agent such as lor temperrture. Eggs laid July 15 arxd Ue-ot 
at a tejiiperature of 27°C. and at 80 per cent rel-:tive humid 
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ity did not hatch and at the end of nine raonths were 
apparently all dead. Other eggs •which sere laid the same 
day but which were later subjected to temperature below 
the threBhold of developj^ent, or winirauia effective tenip-
erature, for one nionth or longer developed norn-ally ^vhen 
replaced under conditions favorable to incubation. In 
this way the length of the egg stage can "be shortened 
from nine aonths to forty-five days. 
LAR7A 
^v'ef/ly batched larvae a^^pear during the latter part 
of Aoril or the first part of ¥ay, wl.ich is about t>ie sarne 
time that our earliesf ^-rasses are sending up their first 
shoots. DurlBft the I'-st week in April, when hatching was 
at its peak, blue grass, tiinothy, sedge, Hexican dropseed, 
wild rye and slough grass were making fair growth while 
fox tail and sorrse of the other g;rasHes had not started. 
This i?ould indicate that the young larva fed for a tirae 
on sose of these early grasf;es. 
GSNSFAL HABITS; Hatching may occur at any tiina of 
the day or night, but as a rule larvae hatching during 
the day remain concealed under a leaf sheath or in some 
other suitable place until evening before starting to 
search for food. In sotne instances the larvae devour the 
shells frosi wh ch they have issued and s few have also 
been observed to eat parts of dead steras and leaves, but 
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the majority do not feed until they have found fresh green 
plants. When a suitable plant is found very hungry individ­
uals will begin at once to eat the epidermis of the leaves, 
whereas others will crawl about and explore one or raore 
plants before settling down to feed. Usually only one 
borer can be found in a plant. As has been raentioned in 
discussing the nature of injury, larvae may attaclc young 
plants by one of three different methods. The initial 
host Tsay be killed in two or three days, or the plant 
raay be large enough to survive for a week, but in any 
case as soon as a plant is killed the larva isigrates to 
another plant. Larvae in the first four instars may move 
about above ground nore or less freely, but those in one 
of the last three instars always enters the plant below 
the surface of the ground. The latter usually construct 
an elongated tube or tunnel just beneath the surface of 
the ground, which extends from the entrance hole to a 
point two or three inches fxorn the plant. t?hen not feed­
ing the larva usually will be founc. resting in this re­
treat. Excrernent and castings from the feeding burrow in 
the plant are packed into the far end of this underground 
tunnel, and if it becomes nearly filled a side branch or 
a new tunnel is formed. 
The ability of the newly hatched larvae to withstand 
1 
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adverse conditions is remarkable. Larvae die and shrivel 
quite rapidly at high temperatures especially when they 
are accompanied by low hu-rddities, but since hatching 
occurs at a time when these conditions are not prevalent, 
nev;ly hatched larvae have been known to live without food 
for from 48 to 72 hours, during most of which time they 
were active and crawling about in their cages. The fact 
that first ins tar larvae which yjeve left out-of-doors 
when the teiaperature dropped to 26®F. were not injured, and 
the fact that young larvae feeding on grass and corn de­
veloped aormally though subjected to freezing temperatures 
on several successive nights, led to further studies on 
the effects of low teraperrrtures s^jch as wight occur dur-
i ing late April. Kewly hc.tched larvae unfed and kept at 
i 
ll^C. lived for from 2 to 15 days, others kept at 0*^0. 
lived for from 8 to 37 days, and still another lot kept 
! 
f at low tenroeratures which varied between 0 and -16°C. 
! 
1 lived for from 3 to 30 days. Second instar larvae which 
i 
I were alsiost ready to molt were subjected to the same tests 
i 
I and found to be alraost as hardy as the unfed individuals. 
! [ 
The results of .these experiments are sura^rarized in table 
II. 
i IDuring the course of these experiinents it was noted 
i that the larvae became very sluggi^ at temperatures be--
I low 8*^0. and that they becaine inactive p.t 5*^0. 
I . IJewly hatched and unfed larvne react 
i I 
'~'28~ 
light and negatively to the force of gravity. After 
they reach their host plants these reactions are not so 
noticeable, and as the larvae becoroe older they sre 
'oractically reversed. 
SCDYSIS; Several days after hatching when the larva 
has increased in length by about 50 per cent, it stops 
feeding and becomes more or less inactive. A prorsiient, 
white, swollen area which appears between the head and 
the prothorax continues to enlarge until the outer cuticle 
ruptures. Then by a series of violent contractions the 
old "skin" is worked back over the body and the old bead 
capsule is moved forward off of the head. This is the 
first molt and the end of the first•strdium. 
TABLE II. SHOWING THE EFFECT 0? LO?? TS^TSRATUFfS ON IT!}? 
LEKGTH OF LIFS OF NEWLY EATCKSD AKD SKCOMD IHSTAR LARVAE, 
Number of days 
Tenncrature Late Snd 
in ° Newly ha tched larvae instar larvae 
OentiR-rade -16* to 0: 0 11 : 15 -16*to 0: 0 : 11 
!:!inimuffi 2 : 8 2 ; 1 1 ; 5 : 1 
Maximum • SO : 37 15 : 5 20 ;35 : 9 
Averap:e 18 ;26.3 10.7:2.7 7.4 ;24 : 7.2 
lumber of • * • • • t • 
eiDeci>.';c£is 25 :100 100 ;75 10 _ :25 ; 20 
•^Temperature fluctuating beti^een 0 and -16°C. 
IHSTAR£?; Altho subject to considercible variation the 
number of instars characteristic of this species is ap­
parently six. However, larvae having isore than sis instars 
are quite coiriraon. Y/hen the rate of growth' is reduced by 
abnormal tenroer-'tures, poor food or other unfavorable con­
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ditions the larvae continue molting at regular intervals 
witii little or no increase in size, and in extreme coses 
there may be a slight reduction in size. The larvae of 
one series which were purposely given poor food had from 
seven to eleven raolte, snd about one-third of them never 
reached the pupal stsge out died after they had raolted 
eight or nine times. During the 1S29 season the follow­
ing experiaents were conducted to deterraine the effects of 
using various parts of the corn plant as food for the 
larvae. In each case 25 larvae were used. 
2XPKRB-.ENT 
A. Larvae were fed basal portion of rapidly growing young 
corn plants. 
B« Food as in experiment A. 
C. Larvae were fed middle portion of stalk from rapidly 
growing young corn plants. 
D. Food as in experiment C. 
K. Larvae V7ere fed the upper portion of the stalk of 
rapidly growing young com plants. (This portion consists 
largely of closely rolled leaves,) 
F. Food as in experiment E. 
G. Larvae"were fed leaves from rapidly growing young corn 
plants. (Part fed was taken from leaf blsde 2 to 4 inches 
above rolled portion at base.) 
HI Larvae were fed basal portion of stalk from corn in 
tassel. (Stalk was soraewhr-t woody.) 
I. Larvae were fed basal portion of stalk from corn setting 
ears. (Stalk s quite woody.) 
It was found that the larvae which ^ exe fed succulent 
stalks of young corn laade more rapid growth and completed 
their development v;ith a sraaller number of instars than 
the larvae which received less desirable food, k and B pro­
duced a predorflinance of six-instar individuals with a few 
larvae having seven instars. 
C» and D produced only seven-instar individuals. 
E and F produced a few seven-instar individuals but 
the majority required eight instars. 
G. All of these larvae died in or before the ninth 
instar. 
H and I produced individua,le having nine or ten instars 
and six individuals died in the eleventh in^tar. 
The results of these experiments are presented graphic­
ally in fig. 12. 
A study of table I reveals that the head capsule 
iiieasureraents of the six-instar indivicuals are in close 
agreement with the theoretical dimensions calculated by the 
application of Dyar's law. (15). it should be further 
noted that irieRsurements for the seven instar individuals 
are in close agreement with the others up to the fifth r/jclt, 
where the nor?nal rate of increase is greatly reduced ns if 
by some retarding influence. This retardation of growth 
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may liave been due to the fact that the corn stalks had 
become hard and more or less woody, and also due to the 
fact that the larvae vrere forced to make more frequent 
migrations. 
If we consider the number of niolts required under the 
most favorable food conditions as indicating the normal 
tendencies of the species, then any increased number of 
molts are to be considered as variations brought about by 
an unfa.vorable environment. 
Ripley (40) and others have shown that with some 
Lepidoptera changes in temperature and humidity my increase 
or decrease the number of molts by one. However, in the 
case of Lut)erina sti-pata no such effects were noted. Larvae 
which were fed succulent stalks of young corn were reared 
at the following constant temperatures: 13°, 23^, 27^ and 
33 C. The huiaidity in the larval burrows within the stalks 
may be considered constant. Practically every one of these 
larvae completed its developjaent in seven instars. A few 
individuals reared at 33*^0, showed slight retardation, and 
two of there required eight instars, but these variations 
were obviously due to the drying out of the food at that 
temperature, which could not be prevented. Two of the 45 
individuals reared at 13°C. required only six instars. This 
may or may not be attributed to the fact thst the food kept 
much fresher at the lonrer temperature. The results of these 
experiments are shomi graphically in fig. 13. 
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The graph shows that despite the large range of teisp-
eratures there are no inarked variations in the size of the 
respective instars, and that the various curves are not 
arranged consecutively so as to indicate a temperature re­
lationship. It seersas entirely possible that all of the 
variation in number of raolts could be attributed to lack of 
uniformity in the food. 
There is a slig:ht tendency toward a sexual difference 
in the rairnber of molts. A greater percents.ge of fer^:ales 
than males presents an increased number of molts. 
DURATION OF STftDIA ilHD LSHGTF 0? LAR^rAL LIFE; The 
lengtli of each individual stadium depends primarily upon the 
tecroerature while food and other conditions are of second-5 
ary irrtportEnce. At relatively hig:h temperatures larvae are 
very active, they fe;-rj voraciously nnd groif? rapidly, but' 
when the teeiperature drops activity anr3 growth sre retard­
ed -
Larvae reared in an incubator at 27 C. developed al-
o 
most twice as fast as tliose reared e.t 20 C., about two 
and one-half times bb fast as those reared in the,screened 
laboratory and about four tirses as fast as thope reared 
at 13^C. A graphic presentation of these facts is given 
in fig. 14. The curves nresented shov? that there is a 
T'lEirked uniformity in the oroportionate length of the re­
spective stadia, and that the length of any particular 
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gtadium is a v£ri?^.ble which is directly correlated with 
variations in temperature. Figure 14 also shows, as do 
tables ?I,, VII and "VIII that the second stadiuoi is shorter 
than the first, and the stadia after the second becorae 
successively longer up to the seventh, which is the long­
est, except in individuals having more than seven molts, 
in which case the seventh stadium is shortened and the 
last stadium becoraes the longest. Under natural field con­
ditions as shown in tables III, IV and V this uniformity 
of development may be overshadoi.^ed by varir-tions in tenip-
erature. In 19E8 the mean teaperature for I'ay was 2.5°F. 
above normal while the niean temperature for June was 4.8° 
F. belo^J' norraal. As a result the second and third stadia 
were abnormally long. In 1939 the conditions were re­
versed. The mean teirrperature for May was 2.4C>F. below 
normal (4.9^ lower than 1S28) while the mean temper??ture 
for June was only 1.7°F. below normal (3,1° higher than in 
1928). As a result the early stadia were lengthened and 
later stadia shortened. Furthersiore the occurrence of 
and cool periods materially affected the length of 
individual stadia, eg., V and 71 in table IV. 
Variable or alternating tenrperRtures tend to increase 
the rate of larval development. Tts'o lots of larvae which 
were alternately exposed for 8 hours at lo^C. and 16 hours 
0 
at 87 G. and two additional lots alternately exposed for 
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TABLE S, DEVELOPMENT OP SIX INSTAR LARVAE IN SCREENED 
IHSECTARY. 
•- each stadlim ; TotaT 
1928 ;I I II llli IV : V : VI days in larval stage 
Minimum ; 8: 5 
Mas^nnam : 17: 8 
Avei?age 
Specimens:39I39 
6 s 7 :13 ; 18 
8 :11 ;23 : 28 
6.5 : 9 ;19 : 24 
39 :39 :39 : 39 
70 
78 
75 
39 
1929 
Miniimiin ;13: 6 : 7 
Maximum :17:10 :11 
Average :14:8,5:9.5 
Spe cimens:37:37 : 37 
6 :11 J 14 
10 :19 : 21 
8.0 :15 : 17 
37 :37 : 37 
68 
79 
72 
37 
TABLE 4, DEVELO'^MEKT OP SSVSIH IKSTAR LARVAE IN SCREENED 
INSEGTARY 
: Ntuttber of days in each stadim Total days in 
;I ; II: III: IV : V : VI : VII larval .stage 
1928 : : : : • • • • • • 
Miminium : 9: 5 : 5 : 7 no : 9 : 20 78 
Maxiimam :17: 8 : 9 :14 :14 : 13 : 26 88 
Average :12:6.5:6.5 :9.2 :12 : 10.5: 24 81 
Specimens:44:44 :44 :44 :44 : 44 : 44 44 
1929 
fiiimimmi :11: 6:6 : 5 I 7 : 9 : 14 72 
Maximum : 17:10 :11 ; 9 :12 : 13 : 21 82 
Average :14: 8 : 9 : 7 :10 : 11 : 17 75 
Specimens:38:38 :38 :38 :38 : 38 : 38 38 
igas 
Mlniiriura ' ' 
M&xXxaxim 
Average 
Speoimens 
TABLE 5> Developmertt of Bignt xnstar Larvae In Screened Insectary^ 
days ir 
: in J 
;Ntxtab«3? of n each stadlin 
s*T 
j-icr 
a 
! 16 
: 
?-2 
; 11 
: 
8 
: I 
6*5 : 
« 
11 
F 
9 
6 
s 11 
TT 
-y— 
13 
9.5 
11 
J Total 
T: VI J VJI : VIII Idays in larval stage, 
9 : S i 9 : 17 t W 
I • • • « 
13 :13 : 15 j 24 : 
: : t t 
ll.Ssll : 12 : SO : 
s s $ s : 
: 11 ai : 11 : 12 s 
• * « « f 
<» • « * • 
96 
88 
I 
03 OI i 19S9 
Ulniimm 12 5 « • 
? 
• 
• 
e : 5 8 s • • • •• '5 s 13 so 
Maxiimam 3.6 9 11 11 12 11 
• 
t 14 
• 
{ 23 
z 
t 
t 
t 
93 
Average 14 8 
• 
• 
• 9 7,5 10 9 
• 
• 
• 11 
• 
• 
• 18 86 
Specimens 7 7 
• 
» 
* 
• 
7 7 7 7 
• 
* 
ft 
# 
7 
• 
• 
« 
• 
• 
7 
• 
• 
• 
t 
7 
TA;LE 6. DEVELOPMENT OF SIX INSTAR LARVAE AT S7^C. 
No, of days in each stadiixm 
I : II J III : IV f V J VI Total 
kinlimim J •"S"": ^ » P • A • 12 29 
Maxlimm 4 ; 5 : 4 : 5 ; 12 ; 19 34 
Average 5*6; 2.5: 3 : S.8: 7.0: 13 31 
Specimens ; 21 : 21 i 21 : 21 ; 21 s 21 21 
TABLE 7. DEVBLOPMBHT OF SEVEN INSTAR LARVAE AT 27®C, 
< 
Ho. of days in eaeh stadium 
: 
• 
• 
I J XX t III ; IV s V : • VI •; ' VIIV Total 
Minimum 2 ( 2: 3; 3 : 6 ; io ^ 33 
Maximum 4 : 4 : 4 J 5 ; 5 : 8 3 IP ;• 41 
Average 3.6: 2.5: 3 . 0 s  3.7: 4.5; 6 «4s 13,«0* 36.6 
Specimens 34 5 34 ; 34 J 34 : 34 j 34 : 34 ; 34 
TABLE 8. DEVELOPMSITT CP EIGHT INSOFAR LARVAE AT 27^0» 
'I" o 
• No. of days in eaoh s tadituQ 
J I : II s in : IV : V ! VJ ;VII Total 
MimiEiom i 3 ; 2 : ^ : 3 ; $ ; 4 ;6 : 11 38 
M&ximm i 4 : 4 : 4 : 5 : 6 ; 7 :9 i 16 45 
Average : 3.5; 2 .5 J 2,1s 3, 7: 4.5: 5 :7 : 14 42 
Specimens i 4 : 4 : 4 J 4 : 4 : 4 ; 4 : 4 4 
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16 hours at 13^0, arid 8 hours at 27®C. passed thru each 
of their respective irietars asid cocnploted their larval 
development in approxiraately 89 per cent of the esticjated 
time. Table IX, showing the comparative rates of de~ 
velopra'':;nt, is figured upon the basis of the first five 
stadia to avoid coraplications arising from the subsequent 
variability in the number of laolts and length of stadia. 
It might be stated, however, that the calculatioiis for 
each individual stadiu® and for the total length of larval 
life for six and seven instsr larvae give the same results, 
i. e., a 10 or 11 per cent increase in rate of develop­
ment in favor of the alternate termeratures* 
IX. SHOWIHG COt^PARATI^ni: SFFSGTS OF COIf-'ViNT ASD ALTIilRi 
iUTlHG TSMPSRAT0HES UPOS THE RATS OF LARVAL DSVSLCPlffiNT UP 
TO THE FIFTH ISODYSIS. 
Temperature 
hours per day 
at 
Tiiae ;Velocity* 
Squival'::nt:coef - rriulti-
days :plied by 
at :time. 
Galculst= 
ed de­
velop­
ment 
totals 
Act- IPer 
ual :cent 
de- :in-
velo?:!-: crease 
ment :in 
totals:rate 
: of 
:de-
•velop-
;Lnent. 
27° 13^ Total 
days 
27« : 13°: 27G : 13^ 
> • » t • » # • • 1 a t • • 
• • • t • t 
• • t 
• * • 
« « a ' 
* * • 
24 17,5 17.5: :,9975: .8975 1.000 : 
3'4 66.6 :56.6; :,99e8 . 9GS9 1.000 : 
8 •' 16 30.9 10.3:20.6;.5871:.3090 .8961 1.000 :10.39 
16 8 30.5 13.67:6.83; .7781; .102^^ 
• • • 
.8815 1.000 :11»84 
• 
•^The velocity coefficients (l/T) v?ere; 0.015 at 13*^0., and 
0.957 at 37O0. 
Evidence tha.t food conditions ar;; of winor importance 
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in determining the length of stadia was discovered in 
tlie variable food experiments previously mentioned. It 
was found that regardless of the type of food or the 
per cent of increase in sise as determined by the success­
ive head capsule measurements, the length of the in~ 
dividml stadia rernained constant. However, it tiiust be 
noted that the total length of the larval period may foe 
rsaterially increased by unfavorable food conditions. This 
is due to the fact that the number of instars required to 
complete development is increased. 
By co!i3parini:: table III with IV and V and table VI 
with VII and VIII it aiay be seen that the larval period is 
somewhat lengthened as the mimber of molts is increased. 
Under field conditions the length of the larval period 
j varies from 68 to 73 days for six-instar, larvae, zroBi 72 
I 
i to 88 days for seven-instar larvae and from 80 to 111 days j 
iii for larvae having raore than seven instars. h' 
j A COMPARISOH OF IRSSCTARY RECORDS WITH FIELD R13-
I GORDS; Larvae were collected froui the field at weekly 
; intervals and their stage of development recorded as a 
I check against the data secured fro)n individuals reared 
; under insectary conditions. Table X is presented to show 
I the close correlation that exists between the two sets of -
I data. It will be noted that the he-d capsule ineasurevents 
TABLE 10, DEVELOPMENT OP FIELD OOLLECTSD Am IKSBCTARY REARED LARVA G0J5PAR1D* 1928 
'Ave* liVldth 
of head 
capsule (snrn.) 
Percent of Individuals in each in^tar" 
Date 
Apr. 30 
May 7 
M&j 14 
May 21 
May 28 
June 4 
June 11 
Jtine 18 
June 25 
July 2  
July 9 
: 
• 474 
.738 
,995 
1*61 
1.65 
1.79 
,491 
.750 
IfOl 
1.65 
i.73 
1^86 
Field collected larvae $ Insectar 
"m s IV :—V : VI : 2 TT 
ITO 
12: 86 
« 
I 13 
4 
TT 
py 3 
ITC 
reared larva© 
i f ' i  r  Txrm 
2.34 S2.50 
2.49 
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and stages of developisent of the two lots of larva are 
practically identical. 
PRSPARATIOH FOR FUPATIOII: When a larva becomes full 
gro^ it usually deserts the plant and its old retreat 
burrow and forms a rather small oval pupal cell just belo^? 
the surface of the soil. In slough grass sod this cell is 
often so close to the surface that only a thin layer of 
leaf wulch is left to cover it. Wlien the cell is completed 
the larva "passes into the prepupal stage (fig. 6) in which 
the body contracts longitudinally, the thorax becomes 
curved whereby the hesd is thrown forward almost to the legs 
which are stiff and functionless. After spending from one 
to five days in this condition the insect sheds its le^t 
larval skin and the pupa is revealed. 
PUPA 
Pupation occurs over a period of about a taonth be­
ginning usually the last u^eek of June and continuinp: well 
tosrard the end of July. The earliest da.te of pupation, 
June 26, and the latest, July 2S, both occurred during the 
1S29 ser^son {table XI). Israediately after transformation 
the pxipa is white in color but within a fev/ hours the 
wing pads and ventral portion of the body become yellow 
and dorsal portion reddish bro\m. In the next few days 
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the color gradually changes to amber. About the four­
teenth day four characteristic darTc lines (part of the 
adult color pattern) appear in the wing pads, and within 
the next three or four days the color changes to dark 
brown or black in conformity with the color pattern of 
the adult , w ich emerges in one or two days. 
^ Table XI, Date of Pupation. Summary. 
I  
I 
Irear 
* « 
« • 
First : Last : Modal averar^e 
11937 June 38 : July 16 : July 6 
11928 June SO : July 33 : July 7 
11929 June 36 : July 39 ; July 5 • 
« • 
» • 
|The duration of the pupal stage is quite variable and 
is influenced greatly by prevailinjv temperatures and to 
soirie extent by a nujisber of other factors. The mean daily 
temperature during the pupal period in 1920 was two degrees 
lower and in 1929 three degrees lower than in 1937, and as 
a result the pupal period was prolonged. This is shown 
in table XII. An analysis of pupal records sho's?ed that in 
many instances individuals which had pupated on the same 
day and which had been kept under the same conditions (soaae 
times in the sanie container) showed variations of from one 
to five da.ys in the duration of their puT)al stages, ""hese 
variations are not due to sex differences, for very often 
the first and last individuals to emerge were of the same 
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TABLE XII. PUPAL PERIOD,. 
No. of 1927 1928 1929 
davs Male Fetr.ale J^ale Feraale Ulale J Feiimle 
12 1 • • 
13 1 • •' 
14 1 t * 
15 1 1 • » 
IS 2 3 • V 
17 1 5 5 • 
IS 2 1 11 8 • 
19 2 1 20 12 1 : 1 
30 1 17 12 4 : 7 
21 1 16 19 7 ; 13 
22 12 7 17 : 10 
23 1 2 10 : 6 
34 2 : 3 
Total 10 14 77 65 41 : 40 
Average • « 
duration 17.GO 16.00 20.01 19.94 21.90: 21.55, 
sex. The records indicate that the length of the larval 
stage, especially the last instar, may have a slight in­
fluence on the lengiih of pupal sta e, hut this factor a-
lone does not explain differences as large as four and 
five days. 
AD^LT 
SMSRGSNCS: At the end of the transformation period 
the pupa by a series of violent contortions makes an 
opening thru the top of its chamber. Then the anterior 
end of the pupal case is slit across the vertex and along 
the margins of the wing sheaths so as to perrait the adult 
to make its exit. The wings, which at first appear very 
sraall and distorted, gradually expand. First they become 
soTflewhnt convex, then iijore or less balloon-like and 
finally strai^dtiten out into their normal shape. During 
the next 30 or 40 minutes the fully expanded wings are 
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held vertically over the back to dry, after which time 
they are dropped into their normal position over the 
back and the moth is ready for its initial flight. As 
is indic?^ted in table XIII the time required for the 
whole operation of emergence varies from 44 to 57 minutes. 
Most of the moths emerge at night, but a few ha.ve been 
observed to corae out during the late afternoon. It seems 
probable that falling temperature ^uch as occur during 
the late afternoon and evening stimulate emergence, and 
that tefflperatures betr/een 70° and 75° F. are optimum. On 
July S4, 25 and 26,, 1928, observa.tions were isade to deter­
mine the hour at which the peak of emergence occurred. The 
TABLE XIII. RECORDS ON THIi: TI?IE OF S!5SRGSHCS OF ADITLTS. 
(1928). 
;Ko. of 
Date:speci-
jmens 
Splitting: Free : Wings : Ready : 
of :froin : ex- : for s Total 
pupal : pupal :panded ' : flight : Tinie 
case : case 
7-25: 1 10:15 x> .in:10:17 D .S'.:10;45 p.si:ll:03 P 48 min. 
7-26: 1 9:40 p .«: 9:45 X)  .n-i:10i00 t),ja:10:S7 r> .m:  57 Kin. 
7-26: 1 10:43 p ,111:10:50 P .13:11:15 p.ra:ll:27 t) .m:  44 min. 
7-25: 1 11:01 r» .ffi:ll:05 P .ui:ll:27 p.ra:ll;50 t) .ra: 49 min. 
7-26: 
» 
• 
1 11:09 p .m:ll:15 
• 
P .ra:ll:41 
• ft 
p.25:12:01 
ft 
• 
a .in: 
« 
52 min. 
results of these observations (table XIV) indicate that the 
hours of emergence are variable but that the peak will us­
ually occur soon after the tenvperr-sture drops below 75*^. In 
this connection it is interesting to note th^'.t on three 
different nights when the temperature failed to drop below 
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75°, the nimber of moths which emerged was low, -while 
in each case the number v?hicn emerged the following; night 
was abnormally high. Eiaergenee during the cooler portions 
of the night seems to favor self-preservation because moths 
attempting to emerge at high teniT^eratures and low humid­
ities are frequently I'r dly deformed. 
The dates of adult eraergence are shown in table XV. 
TA3LS SIV. SHOWING THE EFFECT 0? TET^PSPATURS ON THE 
OF ADULT El!SRGF.KCE. (July 1928). 
Hour Date 
24 : 25 26 
Ho. erflere-ed TeniD.: Ko. emerged Temo. Ho. eMereedrTeni' 
4 88 : 90 1 :78 
6 D-nj. 88 i 87 2 :72 
8 p.m. 86 : 1 82 6 :72 
10 p.m. 80 : 4 75 4 :72 
12 in. 1 74 : 8 73 3 .-70 
3 a.m. 6 70 : 70 :68 
4 a.ra. 4 68 : 68 :66. 
6 a.m. 2 68 : 70 :67 
8 a.m. 76 : 83 :70 
I The earliest emergence recorded was July 16; the latest Aug. 
1 , ' 
I 17, and the oesli or point of i^ifximum emergence occurred dur-
1 \ 
\ inp- the last week of July. I 1 ^ 1 
i ! 
i There is very little difference in the tin;e of a.'peor- | 
i ance of the two sexes, altho as o rule the male sex riredorriin- I 
I ates for the first few days after which the femles outnuraber ! 
' . ' ! 
: the r:-;ales (table XV). I 
i . • i 
SSX PROPOPTIO'vS a:jD '^ATII]G: Of the S90 individuals tabu- J 
j lated in table X7, 158 or approximately 54 per cent were | 
i • I 
: rmles and 132 or ar)proxirnately 46 per cent were females. This 
i 
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indicates that the two sexes occur in about equal num­
bers. 
TABLE X?. DATES OF ADULT E?S)RGSKC2. 
Date 1927 1928 • 192 9 
: J&.le Female Male Female Male Female 
July 16 1 1 
17 
18 1 
19 1 1 1 
20 5 4 1 
31 4 1 3 
32 1 12 4 3 2 
23 1 10 11 1 
34 . 1 7 5 1 2 
25 1 1 7 7 1 1 
26 2 11 4 6 5 . 
27 1 2 7 5 5 2 
28 1 2 1 2 
. 29 1 2 3 3 
SO 1 1 2 2 3 2 
31 1 4 4 
Aug. 3 1 1 
1 3 
1 3 
S 13 4 3 ' 5 
4. 1 4 4 2 1 
3 1 1 7 9 1 2 
6 4 4 ' 
7 . 3 2 3 
8 1 2 
9 2 
10 
11 
12 3 2 
13 1 3 
14 1 
15 -
16 • 1 2 
17 1 1 
Total 13 13 98 75 47 44 
l^.ating usually taKes place the first night after eraex-
gence. Before coiiulating the female usualy cbraes to rest 
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on the side of the cage or on a stem of grass, slightly 
raises the tip of her abdomen and passively awaits the 
arrival of a niale. Upon making his appearance the male 
flutters excitedly about for a time but finally alights 
near the female and iraraediately attempts to clasp v?ith her. 
The pair remain in coition for from 10 to 110 minutes. 
OVIPOSITIOit": Altho the oreoviposition period varies 
frora one to six days, the greatest number of females begin 
laying the second night followinr- emergence» The time of 
ii j nating greatly influences the length of the preoviDosition 
I neriod. Unfertilized fernales usually hold t' eir eggs until j • " ' t  
I just before denth, when a portion of theai may be deposited. 
! The oviposition period varies from three to seventeen days 
I "With ;an averare of six nnd t^ro-tenths days. The moths do 
i 
{ not always lay egrgs every day during the oviposition period, 
I  
I but a's a rule a moth which has once begun' to lay will de~ 
i posit a few eggs e?^ch day until all have been deposited. 
I The postoviposition period rsnges fron'i none to nine 
i days with an average of two and three-tenths days. Five 
! out of forty-one females laid eg&rs durinf< the day on which 
\ 
\ death occurred. 
I Oviposition occurs at nig^it. Shortly after sundown 
i the females begin to deposit their eggs. In our cage ex-
i -oeriffients oviposition 'v^as at its pep.k between 9 and 11 o' 
I -47-
I j 
clock, and only a few stragglers laid after midnight. 
The female first flutters about among the plants 
apT)arently seeking; a suitable place to def)oi;'it her eggs, 
'^ pon alighting on a olar-t the tip of the abdomen is in)-
raedi' tely turned downward and the ovipositor extended to 
sesiC about for a cra.ck or crevice in ^/hich to oviposit. 
Wb,en a desirable locntion is found she deposits a mass of 
from one to one hundred e;.gs without changing her position. 
The number of eggs deposited by individual females on part­
icular days and during f eir whole lives varies i^reatly 
(table XVI), In most cases froiii 50 to 240 eggs are laid on 
the first night and successively smaller numbers each day 
thereafter. In cage experiments, where the eggs vrere re-
i moved daily, the total number of eggs deposited by a female 
I varied from 17 to 81S with a.n average of S96. In aoiother 
I set of experiments ^here the n-ioths were caged over both 
1 living: and dead grasses and left undisturbed, the limits of 
I va.riation remained nVjout the same, but the average v j b b  
1 raised to 519. This would indicate that the raoths withheld 
1 a portion of their eggrs when placed under extremely artifical 
I conditions. 
i The moths oviposit freely on different kinds of grasses 
; and as a rule the eggs are plnced ^:?ell-down under the leaf 
; sheath or in so?ne rolled or folded, ler^-f (fig. i). 
L0KGE7ITY: Adult males lived fror:! three to nineteen 
TABLE 16. EGG LAYIHG PERIOD AHD LIFE ACTIVITIT CHART OF TISW FEMALES {3.9S8) 
Record Total 
Average of 
those laying 
49^5:120 : 92,1{70.S: 78.3:69.7s45 :66 s 79: 
Average' of 
ntunber I' • ! n I**
 
H
 
:
H H
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days, with an average length of life of eight and five-
tenths dsys. Females lived frorri five to tweiity-one days, 
with an average of eight and six-tenths days. Since raost 
of the moths emerge during the hottest part of the sunimer 
their rste of metabolisra is high and their length of life 
is coffipar.^tively short. Moths nlaced in a coo", cellar 
lived frorfl seven to twenty-nine days. Availability of 
water ^ as an iavoortant factor in determining their length 
of life, f.'^oths deprived of 'v^ater invariably died in less^ 
than a •week. On the other hand it did not appear that 
food -was very essentis.1. I'oths supplied with s^veetened 
water lived no longer than those given only distilled water. 
GEHISRAL HABITS; The adult moths are seldom seen in 
the field even in localities where they are kno^ ifn to be 
abundant. During the day they remain hidden under leaves 
and in dense grass where they pre not readily observer! nor 
I easily disturbed. Shortly after sundown they become sorne-
i what active and begin to flutter among the plants. Their 
I 
j sluggish flii;dits are short and follow sn irregular, zigzag 
I course, the moths seldom flying taore than a few feet at a 
I time. 
! According to published records the aoths are soiuetimes 
I taken at lights, but in the opinion of the writer this is 
; an unusual occurrence. Repeated efforts were made to attract 
i the jnoths to liglits, and in practically all cases the results 
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were negative* The li<Ats used varied from a Icerosene 
lantern to a 100 watt Mazda lamp. Both bright and dim 
automobile head, lights also were tried. Only four moths, 
three males and one feraale \i;ere taken at lights. 
The moths were not attracted to sweetened substances. 
Altho caged moths did drink sv^eetened water there was no 
evidence that they preferred it to distilled water, 
Tlie Koths frequent low rjoist situations, wl ich ar'-' 
the natural habitats of the food plants of the larvee. To 
illustrate: The borer seriously damaged corn in two fields 
which \,Tere located on very low ground. Because no- slough 
grass or other wild hosts could be found in the irrimedinte | 
vicinity it wss difficult at first to account for the \ 
I presence of the borer. It was later found, in both cases, ! 
I ». 
I that a [^ood stand of he-vily infested Spartina occurred on : 
I considerably higher ground not more than half a mile away ; 
I from the field. Apparently the sloths had been attracted 
I frorn their natural host to the environrsental conditions exist-
j ing in the lowlands. 
I 
i SEASO^:AL HIS-^ORY 
i 
i The eggs of Luperina stipata are laid on the stems 
' ' ' I"" 
1 and leaves of grasses during late July and August but do 
i not hatch until April or May of the following swring. The 
! 
i newly hatched caterpillars make their way into the young 
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gi'-ass plants. Several plants may be destroyed during the 
course of the larval feeding period which usually lasts 
from 70 to 85 days. ?ransfor!!!r3tion to the pupal stage 
takes place in an especially constructed cell in the soil, 
beginning about July 1 and continuing up to about July 20. 
The adult moths emerge during late July and early August 
and deposit their eggs on the grasp.es where they reraain over 
the winter. The seasonal history is illustrpted graphically, 
in fig- 16. 
NATURAL COHTROL 
There are several natural enemies of the four-lined 
borer, two or three of which are of major importance. They 
are represented by; two Dipt era, seven Hyraenoptera, four 
Coleoptera, three Hemiptera, t-^vo maramls, one bacterial 
disease and two fu::igus diseases. The amount.of parasitism 
in the cr>se of larvae collected from slough grass varied 
irora 8 to 67 per cent, but it should be noted thnt very few 
parasites were reared from larvae taken froa corn. Two 
hundred and fifty Irrvae taken frosi a corn field did not 
yield a single parasite, Vi>ile a lot of 201 larvae taken 
from slough grass in a near by fence ro\'j ^ras 37 per cent, 
parasitized. 
PARASITIC IIJ'SSrTE-); Kasicera senilis I'g., the most 
coniiiion dipterous pa.ra8ite, is very active and in iriany cases 
it is responsibe for over half o ^  "^otal pa.rasitisra. 
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In field collections from 13 to 34 per cent of the cater­
pillars were parasitized by this fly. As a rule only one 
raaggot emerges from a single host, but the emergence of 
two is fairly conimoa, and in one case a single host larva 
produced three jas.ggots. Larvae pupated frosi July 1 to 22 
and the flies emerged from July 12 to Aug. 6. This spe­
cies has been reared from a number of other stallc borers 
including Macronoctua onusta Grote, Papai-peiaa nebris (Gn.) £ 
cy^taphracta Grote and two other undetermined species of 
Panaioema. 
Three specimens of Winthemia ouadripustulata (Fab.) 
were reared. In two cases the parasite maggots emerged 
from last instar lar^rae and •Dut)ated in the soil, while in 
the third case the fly eiaerged direct from a moth pupa, 
the rsaggot h'-)Ving pupated within the host. Urnergence dates 
\?ere July 1, 6 and 19, 1G39. Altho not an injportant para­
site of Luoerina stinata this snecies is very com-:Tion in the 
state and is frequently reared from arrny-worias and cutiA^orms 
Among the important parasitic Hyraenoptera attacking 
this insect is a l3.rge ichneumon fly of the genus Sctoni-
moroha (fig. 17), which is soon to be described by I!r. R. 
A. Cushman. The stage of development of the host at the 
time la attac^sd oy the parasite is not knoirn. Pupation 
takes place within the pupa of the host, and the adults 
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eiiierge 15 to 20 days after the host has pupated. 
Two specimens of a closely related species, Aisblyteles 
.iucundus Brulle, were also reared froin pupae of the borer. 
This species has also been bred frora l^acronoctua onusta 
Grote and Papaipema nebris Gn. and is reported as a para­
site of several cutworms. 
ICeteorus vul;rarie (Cress), a raediuni sraall gregarious 
braconid, parasitizes as high as 12 percent of the larvae 
collected in the field. Adults emerged from July 2 to 21, 
Adults that emerged July 9 were placed in a vial with 
three host larvae, on July 11. Oviposition was not- observed, 
but the host larvae were saved and reared. On July 22 and 
23, seven, eleven and fourteen larvae of this parasite 
emerged frora the caterpillars and spun their cocoons. Five 
days later the adults emerged. 
Ananteles laeviceps Asha. and militaris '^nlsh., 
two cornaon parasites of cutworais, were reared in stsall 
numbers. 
Lissonota brunnea Cress, one of the larger ichneumon 
parasites, found to be a rather comj.oon narasite of the 
borer. The isature larvae emerged fros the caterpillar 
and pupated during late July and issued as adults the fol­
lowing %y. 
Micronlitis gortynae Ril. (fig. 18), a ssall gregarious 
parasite, was reared in quite large nutifibers. soraetiines 
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parasitized as nigh as 30 per cent of the larrrae. From 
six to twenty-two larvae emerged from a single ester-
pillar and ijaniediately spun up in reddish brown, ribbed 
cocoons» The larvae spun their cocoons during the first 
two weeks of July, and altho the time of pupation was not 
deterrained the adults did not emerge until the following 
Hay. 
py;SDATORy INSECTS; Among the predacious insects the 
ground beetles are of greatest icTportance. The "fiery 
hunter" (Oalogoma caliduHi Fab.) (fig. 19) is very active 
in destroying the caterpillsrs, and b. single beetle may 
destroy from 50 to lOQ or more caterpillars during its life. 
In cage experiments it was found that nearly full-grown 
Calosoraa larvae and adult beetles are both capable of de­
vouring a full-grown caterpillar every day, and adults 
have been observed to kill as aany as three, eating only a 
part of each one. 
Scarates subterraneng var. substrr^tus Hald. (fig. 30), 
a large black beetle, was observed to be very corapjon and 
•was one of the roost voracious feeders. Like the CalosoFia 
beetles they were able to eat one or more larva each day. 
Three species of carabids, 5'varthrus colossus Lec., 
sodalis Lec. and Galerita .iar.us Fab., have been observed 
to be quite consistent feeders upon the borers and other 
noctuid larvae. 
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Several other siDecies, ir;cluding Har-palus caligin^ 
osus Fab., pleuritic us Sirby, H. pennsylvari i cus De^., 
Pterostiehus permundus Say, and lucublandus Say, were 
found to be commonly associeted with the borer in S-partina 
sod, but the extent of their predatory habits was not 
determined. 
Three species of insects belonging to the order 
! 
Herniptera were observed to attack young larvae while they 
were TOrking above ground. Two adults and one nymrfri of 
Podlsus raa,culiventris (Say), two adults of Bab is ferus L. 
and one undetermined reduviid nyrxoh constitute the total 
nuBiber of observations on hemipterous predstors. 
ISAW.&LSi o^les, which occasionally hax^ e runways a-
J long fence rows and in infestod sod, destroy the pupae and 
j probably some larvae. It is difficult to find undeetroyed 
1 pupae in the vicinity of a raole burrow. In the same way 
the short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda Say) has been 
i known to destroy many pupae. 
; DISEASES; One bacterial and two fungus disease? 
i were observed to attack the borer, but during the three 
( 
! years covered by this study they were only occasionally 
encountered and do not appear to constitute a very import­
ant factor in the control of this insect. 
Uost of the diseased lar^rae turned quite ,rec?dish in 
i color. Later part of them developed a soft white fuiigus 
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growth over the eintire body while the others soon becanie 
a soft watery mass. Larvae killed by the third type of 
\ 
I disease Cordyceps sp. develop prominent white fruiting 
I bodies. 
j 
? 
CONTROL 
The four-lined borer is primarily a weed and wild 
grass insect. It breeds extensively in common slough 
i grass and it is more or less accidentally that com or 
I other crops are attacked. Apparently the eggs are laid 
at random upon the lowland grasses, and it is only a 
roatter of chance that the young larva finds a suitable 
5 
i host. If the slough grass and other large sterajned grasses 
i 
i which grow in the fence rows and in low poorly drained 
i 
I fields are destroyed, most of the larvae will perish, and 
I 
I the borer population will be so reduced that an outbreak 
I will be practically impossible. 
I Burning fence rows and grasslands between IJovember 
i first and April first destroys the eggs, but since most 
I of the parasites spend the winter beneath the surface of i 
I the soil they would be uninjured by the fire. 
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The Stalk Borer 
PanaiDeiaa nebrisCGn.) 
The Stalk Borer, a native Araerica,n insect, was men­
tioned as a pest in some of the earliest writing's on 
economic entoinology» Even prior to its description as a 
species by Guenee in 1852 -vire have three records of its 
doing considerable damage to crops. Under date of July 27, 
1823, Thomas Beesley (6) of Cape Hay, wrote a letter to the 
editor of the American Farmer in which he described a worm 
that was eating into the wheat straws. In 1840 Jabez 
Jenkens (28) of West Whiteland, Pennsylvania, described the 
larva and its characteristic injury to whert as follows: "I 
have not yet seen any published account of a new enemy that 
has made its appearance in the wheat this year. Many fields 
in Chester and Delaware Counties, and perhaps elsewhere, 
have been in sorse degree injured ov it. At mowing time 'srhen 
wheat was beginning to ririen, I walked into an adjoining 
. field, when I observed a considerable number of dead heads, 
and standing in the worst discovered part,- I plucked, with­
out moving, six of them. On examination, a small nole was 
found 1^ the uoper joint of the stalk, and within, be­
tween that and the head, a worm about three quarters of an 
inch in length, of a brown color, striped at both ends, and 
5 5 
i with a reddish head; it was very active. In sone cases the 
I worm had entered the stalk lower, but soon made its exit, 
I boring ar other hole near the first, leaving such heads only 
1 
I 
j partly injured." In 1848 T. W. Harris (25) described the 
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larvae and recorded its boring in potato vines. Asa. 
Fitch (16) 1857 recorded it as boring in potato steias 
and noted that he believed it to be an undescribed species 
of the genus Gortvna. In all of the foregoing records the 
identity ox the pest was imknovim but fortuns.tely the des­
criptions given are sufficiently accurate and complete 
that there is little doubt but what P_. nebris is the species 
concerned. Harris and Fitch, both referred to the borer 
as common in notato vines and thus left the irapression that 
they vere quite familar with it. 
Dr. C. V. Riley (37) was first to recognize the-borer 
as Guenee*s species and in 1867 he published a brief 
though partly erroneous, accouiit of its life history and 
habits; figures of the larva and adult stages, and descript­
ions of the larva, pupa ano r-dult. During- the next fifteen 
years Hiley a.dded mny notes, nioi;t of which were published 
in the Tissouri Entomological reports, the American Entom­
ologist and various farm papers. 
In 1371 Le Baron (29) reported the destruction of 
t\vo acres of wheat at J'adison, Wisconsin and stccording to 
Smith (43) fifteen acres of corn was destroyed ot Elniira, 
Illinois in 1877. 
In 1905 Bruner (13) stated that wheat, in the eastern 
half of Uebraska, ms severely dan;: ged by the borer and 
the rarne year (1805) Weldon (57) reported thet the borer 
was a serious pest froia Maine to Hississippi and West to 
Minnesota and lovya. 
From 1867 to date hardly a single yesr has passed 
that the stalk borer has not been reported as doing more 
or less darnf ge. ?roKi 1903 to 1908 it received annual 
mention as one of the principal insects of the year in the 
year book of the Department of Agriculture. Likewise it 
has received annual mention in the Insect Pest Survey from 
its inaugiiration in 1923 to date. These re-oorts indicate 
that the borer was abnoriijally abundant in 1904, 1905, 1908, 
1923, 1926, 1927, and 19S9, 
In 1927 (Insect Pest Survey) the stalk bor r was 
listed as one of the ten most destructive insects of the 
year by three collaborators of the 'J. S. Bureau of Entom­
ology, Insect Pest Survey. 
j 
I In 1890 ^ 'r. J. K. Shaffer (43) reported a general in-
I festation of the borer in the vicinity of Keokuk, ICA'a. 
{ 
I In 1923 the borer \Ta.s very s^bunoant in Iowa and 
i 
I several fields of corn were seriously darsaged. One t-5veaty-
i 
I acre field of corn near !^'arshalltown was cora"<letely de-
I stroyed. In 1926 and 1927 the borer was unusually de-
! 
I 
I structive in" all oarts of the State and there were niany 
i reports of serious dara-ge. One forty-acre field in Lee 
! County was eighty per cent destroyed. Although: there 
I were many reports of injury in 1928 and 1929 the borer was 
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not so abundant as,i^ during; the previous two years. 
In addition to the foregoing reDorts, S. A, Smith (43) 
Lintner (32), J. B. Smith (47), Washburn (49), (50), Bird 
(9), (10) and Loi?ry (33) have made valuable contributions 
to our kno^'fledge of the life history and habits of this 
insect. 
DISTRIBTJTIOH 
This species has a wide distribution in the United 
States. Records show that it has a range extending from 
the Atlantic coast west to the Rocky Mountains and from 
southern Canada and froffi the Sew England states south to 
this Gulf of Mexico, it has been recorded as occurring in Hi 
Hova Scotis, Kew Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, 
Maine, "yermont, New Hanioshire, 'Tascachusetts, Connecticut, 
i^er^ York, Pennsylvania, Hew Jersey, T.!aryla.nd, Morth Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, !!ississipT>i, Louisiana, TenneE;:ee, 
Ohio, Jfichii'-an, Indiana, Illinois, V/iscorisin, Minnesota, 
Korth rakota, South Dalcota, Virginia, West Virginia, Nebr­
aska, lora, "^ssouri, Kansas and Arkansas. It has also 
been reported r-s occurring on celery in British Columbia 
(41). Hovyever, H. Ruhman of Vernon, B. G. the 
author of'the rbove reference, has written to rne ar; folloTi?B: 
"There is considerable douvjt as to the accuracy of this 
identification. The deterainc^tioii was made by the late 
R. C. Treherne frorr. a sin^-le la?.-va." ?/itb this inforn-.etion 
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at hand and a knov/ledge of the habits of this insect the 
i^xiter feels certain that this was a case of inco rect 
identification, and the range of P_. nebris it' limited to 
the area east of the P.ocky 'fountains, and possibly to the 
region S?.rst of the 100th. Meridian (the liait of jTisny 
eastern species) for it is worthy of note that pr&ctically 
all reports from Hebr-ska nnd the Dakotas specify the 
eaxtern half of the state, 
The writer has collected salk borers in all sections 
pf the State and has records to shoiff that it is a cor^'Tion 
pest in every County of Iowa. It seems probable that 
borers could be found on practically every farra in the 
State. 
H03T PLAK^^S. 
The Stalk Horer is a rather indiscriminate feeder and 
is known to attack 175 different species of plants, re-
rrreseriting 44 faiTiilies. Ox these 139 have been found as 
hoRts of the borer in Iowa anc.< the rernainint; 47 although 
not recorded here have been cited in literature. In the 
early spring the larvae are most abanca.nt in the grr:'sses, 
but as they develop in size the sriiall g:rasr:; sterns are 
found to be unsuitable to their needs and about July first 
they transfer their activity to a larger sterin--ed lolant. 
Daring "his roigration the la.rvee seem to sho\'^' litMe prefer­
ence in the selection of a }^0Bt, readily acceotin:" plr-opt 
any s-jc-ulert olant with P rnoderately large stein, '"or 
e 
will be said concernin - this problea of liost selection 
under the heading of Larval Kabits. 
CLASSIFIED LIHT 07 THE HO:-? PLANTS OF P. KSBRI3 AP RUGORDED 
IK lOWl. 
Tjnpha'ceae 
Tvpha latifclia L., Gat-tail. 
A11 staaceae 
Allsma Dlantago-aqua.tica L., Water Plaintin. 
Graminacese 
Zea tnays L., Corn. 
Panicu?y^ s^-ribnerianum Nash.. Panic grass. 
Setarla glauca (L,) Beauv., Pigeon grasB. 
Setaria viridis (L .)' Beauv., Green foxtail. 
Sti^-^a s-nartea PorcuTjine grass. 
Muhlenberjgia rriexicana (L.) Trin. 
Phleum or a tense L., Tiiiaothy. 
AjsiroGtis a-lba L-, Red top. 
Calaaagrostis canadensis (I'ichx.) Be:~uv., Blue joint grass. 
Avena sativa L., Oat. 
Triticug eativua Lara.. l^Theat. 
' 1 
Snartina mlchauxiana Hitchc.-. Slough grass. i 
I { 
Phrap'flites comunis Trin., Reed gra.ss. 
Dactylis gloiaerata L., Orchard grass. 
Poa nratensis L.. Kentucky bl\ie grass. 
Sroirius inermip Leyes. 
Bromus arvensis L. 
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Broaius tectorura L. 
AgcroDyron smithii Rydb., Blue joint. 
Agronyron re-pens L., Quack grass. 
Hordeum jubatum L., Squirrel tail grass 
Elyms canadensis L., Wild rye. 
ElyiBus robustua Scrib., F. J. G. Sra. 
Cyperac0S>e 
Carex vulpinoides Mich.. Sedf:e. 
Coimrfilinaceae 
Tradescantia reflexa Raf.. Spiderwort. 
Liliaceae 
Liliuni tigrinuia Ker., Tiger lily. 
Milium sp. 
Yucca filimentosa L., Adams needle. 
Asparagus officinalis L., Asnaragus. 
Iridicacea 
Iris versicolor L., Large blue flag. 
Iris St). 
Gladiolue sp. 
Salicaceae 
Salix ni^ra Marsh., Willow. 
Salix cprda.ta IMil., Willow. 
Salix lonf?:ifolia >^hl., Willow. 
Salix amygdaloides .^^nders.. V/illow. 
Populus alba L., Poplar. 
Pp-pulus deltoides Marsh., Poplar. 
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^rticaceae 
Ulmus lulva Mich., iSls. 
Ulmus aaericana L., 121in. 
Cannabis sativa L., ^ emp. 
Urtica gracilis Ait^, I^ettle. 
Polyganaceae 
Runes CTlspus L., Curly dock. 
Rinsex Kie:Kicanus ICelsn.. Mexican dock. 
Rumex altissiaas Wood.. Pale dock. 
Polygonura lapathifoliuni L.. Smartweed. 
Polygonum pennsylvanicum L.. Smartweed. 
Polygonum •persicaria L.. Siaartweed. 
Polygonum convolvulus L., Black bind v^eed. 
Fagopyrurg esculentuin !i!cericti., Phiclcwheat. 
Rheurn rhaDonticua L., Rhubarb. 
Chenopodiaceae 
Chenopodiuia albua L., Laab'^s quarters. 
Spinacia oleracea L., Spinach. 
Beta vulgaris L., Beet. 
Beta vulgaris, Bujyar beet. 
Arfla.rnnthaceae 
Amaranthus retroflexus L., Green pigweed. 
Nyctaginaceae 
Oxybaphus nyctapineus (''ichx.) Sweet., '^fild Pour O'clock. 
Carophyll'Ceae 
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Caxophyllacsae 
Saponaria officinalis L., Bouncing Bet. 
Ranunc jlaceae 
Rannnculus sp., Bu11 e roup. 
Thalictrum dasycarpua Fisch. & Lall., Meadow rye. 
Aneraone canadenais L., Aneraone. 
PelQhiniu-:: oenardi Huth., Prairie larkspur. 
Peonia spp.. Peony. 
Saxifragaceae 
Ribes aureum Pursh.. Miasouri currant. 
Rosaceae 
Crataegus spp. 
Potentilla arguta Pursh., Five-finger. 
Potentilla inonspeliensis L., Five-finger. 
RubuB idaeus L., Wild raspberry. 
Rosa T?ratincole Greene, Prairie Hose. 
Prunus virginiana L.. Choke cherry. 
Legoninosae 
!':elilotus officinalis (L.) Lara., Y. Sweet clover. 
Helilotus alba Denr., W. Bweet clover. 
Medicago sativa L., Alfalfa. 
Petalostemuin -Durourem.n (Vent.) Rydb., Prairie .clove 
Phaseolus vulgaris L., Bean. 
ikiacardiacese 
Rhus iglabra L., Sums.ch. 
Aceraceae 
Acer nefi-igndo L., Box elder. 
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Vitaceae 
yitis viil-pina L«, Frost grape. 
Malvaceae 
Althaeae rosea. Hollyliock. 
Onagraceae 
Oenothera biennis L., Evening primrose. 
TImbelli ferae 
Qgrnorhiza longistvlie (Farr.) Be., Swe-^t Cicely. 
Pastinaca sativa L., Parsnip. 
Priffiulaceae 
Steironema lanceolatuiri (Walt.) Cray. 
Apocjmaceae 
Apocynuro andrcsaeaiifoliu!^ L., Dogbr-me. 
Poleraoniaceae 
Phlox pilose L., Phlos. 
Lsbiatae 
Teucriura can?^densig L. ^ vjcod sage. 
iUra-s-taclie nepetoides (1.) Ktze., Giant hyssop. 
Leoaurus cardiaca L., r lothe rwort. 
M.onarda raollis L., Horse mint. 
Solanaceae 
Lvcopessicum escalentuin Hill., Tomato. 
Solanurn tuberostiT]i L., Potato. 
Solanuffi melongena L., Eggplant. 
Physalis -pubescens L., Ground cherry. 
Physalis lanceoly.tuia 'fichx., Ground cherry. 
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Ificotlana tobacutt} L., Tobacco. 
Serophulariaceae 
Verbascum thapsus L.. Mullein. 
Teroinca virRinica L»,. Culver's Root. 
Plantaglnaceae 
Plantago rugelii Dene,. Plantain. 
Caprifoliaceae 
Saiabucus canadensis L., Elder. 
CoKipositae 
Solidago canadensis L., Golden-rod. 
Solidago rigida L.» Golden-rod. 
Solid?-go sp., Golden-rod, 
Aster cordifolius L.. Aster. 
Aster laevis L., Aster. 
Aster tnultiflorus Ait., Aster. 
Aster SD., Cultivated aster. 
Erip:eron canadensis L, , Horse weed. 
Silrihiutn laciniatura L., Cottipass plant. 
Xva senthifolia Mutt, Karsla elder. 
"^mbrosia trifida L., Great Ragweed. 
Ambrosia arteiaisiifolia L., Lesser Ragweed. 
Xanthiu'?2 corrimune Britt.. Coclclebur. 
Heliopsis scabra Dunal., Ox-eye. 
Rudbeckia hirta L.. Black-eyed Susan. 
Brauneria purpurea. Purple Cs.ne-Flower. 
Lenachys pinnata (Vent.) T. & G. 
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Coispositae (continued) 
Helianthus annuus L., Sunflower. 
HellanfhuQ occidentalis Riddell. 
Heliaiifhus grossesserratus Martens. 
Helianthus tuberosus L., Jerusalem articTioke. 
Dahlia spp-, Dahlia. 
Bidens frondosa L.. Beggar-tick. 
Bidens cernua L.. Stick-tight. 
Achillea t^illefoliuin L., Yarrow. 
Cacalia tuberosa Ivutt.. Indian plantain. 
Colendula officinalis L., Marigold. 
Arctium isinua Bernh.. "-^urdocic. 
Cirsiuin ioi^yense (Parar.el) Fernald., Iowa thistle. 
ADDITIOHAL HOST PL-AKTS OF P. !JEBRIS THAT HAVE BESH HEirriOS-
SD IN LITSRATimE BHT THAT HA7S HOT BSSN RECORDED AS HOSTS 
IH IOWA, 
Graininaceae 
Secole cereale L.. Rye. 
Hardeura sativum Jessen.. Barley. 
Liliaceae 
Lilium euoerbua L., Lily. 
Liliuffi candidum L., Wadona Lily. 
Cannaceae 
Canna- sp., Canna. 
Piperaceae 
Piper sp., Pepper. 
Polygonaceae 
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Polygonaceae (continued) 
Rumey britannica L., Great vJater Dock. 
Chenopodiaceae 
OhenoPodiUCT euptarium ?. 
Carophyllaceae 
Pisnthus sp., Carnat i on. 
Ranunculaeeae 
Panunculus acris L., Fall "buttercuD. 
Delphinuia ep. ^ Golden Larkspur. 
Cruciferae 
Brassica olacerae L., var. Botrytes Dc., Cauliflower. 
Saxifragaceae 
Ribeg sp., Gooseberry. 
Ribes nigrun L., Black currant. 
Hosaceae 
Spiraea sp.. Spiraea. 
Pyrus malus L., Apple 
Fragaria sp.. Strawberry. 
Rubus Bp.f Blackberry. 
Rosa sp., Hose. 
Prunus persica L., Peach. 
Prunus dorriestica L,, Plurn. 
" ' F 
Legarninosae 
Trifolium prstense L., Red clover. 
Phasealus multiflorus Willd., Scarlet Runner Beans. 
Pi sum eativuTB L., Pea. 
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Eupharbi^ceae 
Rioinus comaiunis L., Castor Bean. 
Aceraceae 
Acer saccTiarimim L., Silver maple. 
Vitaceae 
Vitis sp., Grape. 
Malvaceae 
Hibiscus SP., Rose mallow. 
Gassypiuai tierbaceuia L.« cotton. 
Uinbelliferae 
Apixisi graevolens L., Celery. 
Oleaceae 
Fraxinus sp.. Ash. 
Asclepiadaceae 
Asclenias sp.. Milkweed. 
Palemoniaceae 
Phlox sp. 
Labiatae 
Salvia sp., Sage. 
Collinsonia canadensis L.. Stone root. 
Bignoniaceae 
Catal-pa bignonioides Walt., Catslpa. 
Cucurbitaceae 
Cucur?iis melo L., Huskraelon. 
Compositae 
Bellis sp., Daisy. 
Can igtRTphnPi nhinftriRiR Ness., China Aster. 
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Xanthiua strumarium L., Cocklebur. 
Rudbeokia lacinata L. var. Gtolden-glow^, Gk)lden-glow» 
Cosmos bipiTinatus Gav., Cosmos. 
Gaillardia ap. 
Chrysanthemum eucanthemm L«, Marguerite. 
ChryssntherouiB sp. 
Girsiiim arvense, Canada thistle. 
Ciraima sp., thistle. 
CHARACTER OF lUJURY 
The nature of the injury inflicted by the borer varies 
considerably, depending upon the kind and the age of the 
host, as well as the age of the larvae. 
In the early spring the newly hatched larvae usually 
enter the nearest suitable host plant, and since the 
grasses are the dominant form of vegetation at this time 
they are most noticeably affected although a great mny 
seedling weeds are also attacked. The larvae usually gain 
entrance to the grasses by crawling imder a leaf sheath 
and then boring into the stem, but they may also bore 
straight in through the leaf sheath or crawl to the top 
and work down into the heart of the plant. Working within 
the stem the larvs.e frequently cut it off entirely leaving 
the dead head held in place suspended by the leaf sheath. 
This is especially noticeable in blue grass during the 
early part of June. In seedling weeds, the young larvae 
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usually work as leaf miners. They work their way to the 
midrib and down thru the petiole into the rsain stetn but 
ocoasionrlly the "mine" iriay be deserted after which larvae 
r.nigrate to the niain stem or even to a new plant where they 
burrow into the main stem. 
Regardless of the type of plant first attacked the 
larvae sooner or later kills it or outgrows it i.e. de­
velops to such a size that the diameter of the stem will 
no longer accomodate the borer. The larvae then r/iigrate, 
usually under cover of darkness to a new host. It may or 
n-ay not complete its development in its second host, de-
V 
pending^ on the size and rate of development of the part­
icular host selected. 
Larger stemmed grasses especially those cultivated 
as cereal crops r:iay frequently be attacked by newly 
hatched larvae out more often they beconie infested by 
ijiigrating cateroills s which burrow in almost anywhere 
betv7een the bsse and the head of the plant apparently 
entering the internodes or nodes without shelving very much 
choice. Once in the stern they burrow upward leaving no­
thing but the outer wall of the ste>r: so thnt the heads 
fail to fill and soon turn yello^w, while the rest of the 
plant rernains healthy and green. 
Corn is usually attacked when it is froin tv7o inches 
to two feet high. Although a few first instar larvae have-
been found feeding on the upper . epiderrsis and in the mid­
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ribs of young leaves this plant is most often attacked 
as a second host. Injury to the young plants is typical­
ly of two forras. In one case the larva "burro^ffs into the 
side and then upwards througr; the center of the stalk 
eating away the heart of the plant so that the anper leaves 
Tuhich are cut off from below, soon wilt and die. (Fig. 22) 
This type of injury, in which the central portion of the 
* , 
plant anpears dead while the outer leaves are green and 
apparently healthy, is commonly known as "dead heart", 
among the farmers. In the other cases the larva cliis:^ to 
the top of the Dlant and th n descends into the open heart 
where it feeds upon the rolled leaves and bud of the plant. 
As a result of such feeding irregular roT.'^s of ragged holes 
appear in the leaves as they unfold. Both methods of 
attack frequently result in the destruction of the develop­
ing tassel and the deformation of the ur>per part of the 
plant. Corn that has successfully pas^-ed the so-called 
"spindle-stage" is not so seriously datnaj-ed by the borer. 
Although it Tsay make larger burrows in the main stalk the 
plant seems to be -'ble to overcome its effects. Borers 
have been found in every part of the stalk firo>r^ the root to 
the tassel and even in the center of the cobs. (fig. 23). 
In the peach, willow, elm and other woody nlants the borers 
attack only the terminal portion of the current seasons 
growth. 
In the majority of the plants, listed as hosts, the 
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larva "bores in nearly anywhere along the raain stalk or 
lateral branches end usually extends its burrow in an 
upward direction. As a rule the damage is soon noticed 
due to the wilted or broken down condition of the upper 
portion of the plant. However, in ragweed, luarsh elder, 
burdock, rhubarb, tobacco and large corn no evidence of 
wilting was observed, but the presence of the borer vslb 
readily detected by the frass and excrement at the base 
of the plant. 
OOimjSIOW OF liyJlJRY WITH THAT OF OTHER lUSSCTS. 
The injuries produced by several other insects, 
especially some of the more co^:3nion boring caterpillars, 
Eiore or less closely resembles injuries produced by 
Panaipeaa nebris and thus we find that in some cases the 
stalk borer is blamed for depredations of others and vice 
versa. 
Several other swecies of the genus PaDainema are 
found burrowing in stems of plants, but with the exception 
of P. Durpurifascia G. & R. working in columbine (Aquilegia 
spp')» P' furcata Smith in shoots of ash, P. humuli. in 
hops. P.. cerina in the Madonna lily {h. suDerbum). and £. 
catanhracta Grote in various plants, most of these borers 
attack weeds and wild flop/ers and are seldom seen in the 
field. As a rule the species of Panaineaa are remarkably 
specific in their host selection. P_. catauhracta. the one 
exception (in adaition to nebris) is most likely to be 
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confused with the etalkborex because it attacks a large 
number of cultivated plants ;?nd its injury is not at all 
unlike that of P.. nebris. The real test of identity in 
this case is an examination of the larva itself. In 
nebris the lonfdtudinal stripes are interrupted on the 
first three abdominal segments whereas iacataohracta^ 
they are continuous. 
Two species of Hadena (H_. stipata Morr. and H. fract-
iline^ Grote), are often confused •with the stalk borer. 
The four-lined borer (K. stioatfi> imy be characterized as 
workinfr en' irely under kround. It enters the plant at the 
ct'own or ju«t below the surface of the soil and b..;rrov/e 
upward into the stalk and in case of the depth of the 
plant t voes down into 'he soil and then attacks another 
plant in the same ma.ner. Often all the plants in a hill 
of coi-n '.nay bo destroyed in thie mnner without the borer 
ever appearing above the surface of the gp:'oim. The pr^le 
yello?ash white larvae -.vhicli are marked with four broad, 
reddish brown, longitudinal stripes, are easily distinguish­
ed from those of nebris. J^hs lined corn borers 
fractilinea) usually ascent the plant and b::irro'^ down be­
tween the leaves and into the he--.rt of the plant, '^he 
larvae are slender; yellowish; reddish brown longitudinally 
strined, caterpillars, a^out one inch in length. According 
to Forbes (17) and Britton (11) the larvae "f _H. rex sera and 
!!• Beaicana cloBely resemble thoeo of fractilinea. and the 
injury on corn is quite similar. 
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The pale western cutworm (Porosagrotis orthozoma 
Morr.) ttie larva of 7/hich is a dull gray or greenish cater­
pillar, rather inconspicuously marked F/ith fine greenish 
or greenish brown longitudinal stripes, frequently does 
considerable daniage to com. This species almost invari­
ably attacks the plant below the surface of the soil and 
burrows upward through the center of the stalk. 'i?hen not 
actually fe ding' the larva is usually to be found in the 
soil, a- fe?r inches away from the plant. The color pattern 
of the larva and its characteristic method of attacking 
the host should render this species easily distinguishable 
froKi the stalk borer. 
The spindle wo^-m (Achat odes zea Harris) and the hop-
vine borer (Hydroecia immanis Gn.) occasionally injure 
corn in a sianner almost icentical to that of nebris. 
A.6 a rule both borers enter near the ground and burroir up­
ward in the stem but at times they are found working doim 
from above. The larva of the forrfler species is a yellow­
ish white caterpilla.r with the head, thoracic and anal 
s'aields, and the pinacula a glossy black, in strong con­
trast with the uniiorra body color. The l-irva of the latter 
species are dirty-white in color nnd conspicuously rsarked 
with irregula rose-colored blotches, and each body segment^ 
so arranged th;3t they forra broken longitudinal stripes. 
Wire?'ornis (Helanotus sntf.) frequently burrow into the 
side of the stalk, and kill the youn^ corn plant. 
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The arrayworm (Cirphis unimncta Haw.), tlie wheat 
head arrayworrn (Keleucania albilinea Auct.) the corn ear 
wora (Pleliothls obsoleta Fab.), and the cotton cutx'vorffi 
(Prodema OTnithofi:alli Gn.) when feeding on yo-ung corn 
usually enter the "throat" of the plant and eat large ir­
regular holes in the rolled and unfolding leaves. Upon 
growing out these leaves present a very ragged appearance. 
The sod webworrr^s (Orambus spp.) and the bill buRs 
(Splienophorus soa») are often responsible for the holes 
in corn leaves but as a rule the holes produced by these 
insects are Q\;iite regular in outline and occur in trans­
verse rows across the blade .of the leaf. 
•i 
In addition to the foregoing insects which attack corn 
' many other lepidopterous la3|vae have the habit of boring 
.tivsted plants and 
there are some sucking insects \9hich injurs grasses and 
cereal crops in such a way so as to leave dead herds sup' 
ported by plsnts that apnear healthy. And very often this 
da-siRge is attributed to the r-ctivities of young stalk borers. 
In most cases where the larva can be found and cora-
pared with the descriptions nnd illustrations presented in 
tViis paper it will be an easy matter to decide whether or 
not the stalk borer is involved. 
The stalk borer was .first described by Cuenee (2S) in 
nebris. Also 
SYSTEtfATIC HIPTORY & SYNOHOrY 
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1853 under the name of Gortyna nebris and on the same page 
he described the form nitela as a distinct species Gortyna 
nitela. Almost thirty years later (1878) (43) i-iley (39) 
bred both forms and mny intermediate forms from the same 
material, thus snowing they were varieties of the sa^e 
species. Due to the large a.raount of confusion that has 
existed concernini? the types and limits of two genera, 
Gortyna and Hydioecia. this species has been frequently 
changed doch: and forth frora one genus to the other as the 
types v/ere changed. In 189tf Sinith (46) divided the enecies 
HydToecia into two groups using the name Hydroecia for 
one and nroposing; the name Papait>ema for the other. These 
groups -ss-ere apparently considered by him as suD-genera 
but later workers have elevated PanaiDeina to full generic 
rank, and it noir stands a valid genus with P_. cerina Grote 
as its type. 
In sorae regions lhe variety nitela is raore abundant 
than nebris and. so the former came to 'oe considered as the 
typical for>r and in most of the literature their correct 
reletionshiT) is reversed, (^^ebris is erroneously considered 
as a variety of nitela«) Several writers have recognized 
th8.t nebris had priority over nitela b^at for one reason or 
another they conrinued to use the latier name. The inoBt 
recent vforkers hov/ever, have been using the correct name 
P. nebris. 
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1853 uortyna nebrls Guenee. Spec. Gen. des Leoid. 5, 124. 
1852 Gortvna nitela Guenee. Spec. Gen. des Lepid. 6, 134. 
186? Oortvna nitela niley. C. V, Prsire Farmer, Vol. IS, 
Feb. 23. 
1881. Gortvna nitela Piley. Papilio, Vol. 1, p. 106. 
1883 Gortyna nitela Lintner, 1st Peot. IJ. Y. Ent. ry, 110. 
1893 Hvdroecla nitela Smith, Bui. 44, U. S. Mus. p. 178. 
1898 Hydroecia nitela Bird, Can. Snt. XXX, p. 127. 
1899 Pat>ai-Dema nitela SrnitTi, Trans. Amer. Ent. See. Vol. 
36, p. 34. 
ISOl Gortyna ne"bris Lymn, Canadian Snt. p. 317. 
1902 Papainetna nitela Dyar, U. S. iNat 'l MUB. Bui., 52, 
p. 134. 
1908 Panaipema nitela Washburn. 12th Hept. State Ent. of 
Minn. p. 151. 
1910 Pagaiuema nebris HamDSon, Cat. i^epici. Phal. Vol. 9, 
p. 85. 
1917 Panaineaa nebris Barnes & IfcDunnough, Cat. Lepid. 
K. A. p. 69. 
1921 PaDainema nebris Bird, Can. Snt. Vol. 53, p. 79. 
1927 ranaiTperaa nebris Lo\i?ry. H. Ag. Bta. Tech. 
Bui. 34. p. 8. 
CoJBKion names 
Many conjmon nanes h.-?ve been applied to this species 
and most of them are based on the larval hrrbir of boring 
into its host- It is vaxiouBly referred to as the "heart 
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worrs", the "coisaon sta.lk borer", fhe "potato stalk borer," 
the "dahlia borer", etc. However, "The Stalk Borer" has 
been adopted as the aoproved name by the American Associat­
ion of Scono>f;ic Snto^aologists. To the farraer the larvae are 
known as "worms" or"borers". 
' i  
Original Descriptions. 
194. Gortvna Hebris Gn. 
Taille des deux sexes; 38 mm. Ailes super, tres-
enticres, d'un brun de bois clair, avec la ligne coudee 
seule distincte, d'un blanc-jaunatre plus ou moins eteint. 
Les trois premieres taches blanches, comirie dans les especes 
precedentes, 1'interiaediaire souvent jaune. Heifor7?.e corjip-
osee d'nne tache centrale plus grr'.nde, ordinairement jaune, 
et de cinqlou six eutres tres-petites, punctiforfr.es, qui • 
I'entourent. Ailos ini^r. d*un brun cendre, uni, dans les 
deux sexes. Thorax et aodoaen cendr^s. Aodorcen long. Hns--
des antennes blanche. 
Male plus petit, tout I'espace teriTiinal et subterisinal 
plus clair. Ailes infer, plas nales. 
Amerique Septentrionale, Etat dep Illinois. Coll. Bdv. 
et Ivbda^y. 
185. Gortvna Hitela Gn. 
Taille et coi2"'eur de la lieoris, dont elle ne dif ere 
que par 1'absence co.TiOlete des taches b"'anches, et les 
palDes un peu plus Ion;-® et plus ascendants. Ailes suner-
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ieures d'un bruncendr^ clair, serr,e d'atoraes fins jaunatres. 
Ligne coudee Reule distincte, d'un blanc-js-anatre; derriere 
elle le fond devient plus clsir, puis il reprend son ton 
g^eneral en api?rocha,nt du bord terrdinal Aucune tacbe. On 
voit seulenient, et surtout quand on rej^.rde IHnsecte en 
transparence, deux groupes d'ecailles plus soiabres et cotnrne 
plus serrees, a la place de.s deux tPcaeF- ordinaires. Ailes 
infer, d'un gris-livide uni, avec une lunula cellulaire de 
part et d'autre. 
Stat dee Illinois. Coll. Doubleday. Un Beul male. 
-A-
Plus petite. Des traces d'une subterminale corrir^osee 
de points jaunntres, ombres anterleuereraent de fonce. 
ttat de i:4ew Yorl^. Coll. Doubleday. i-'H seul nisle. 
DESCRIPTIONS 
Sgg 
Globular to oblBte-spberoidal, somewhat fla-tened, 
circular in cross section, quadrate in vertical sectiori, 
pearly white when first laid but soon changin: to brownish 
pray or airioer; niicrooile on slight elevation in c-:^nter of 
one flattened pole, surrounded by a roEette of pyri-ori^ cells 
exochcrion sculptured with anproxiffi;-tely fifty raised long­
itudinal ridgee e^nd many Rsall crosB ridges forcing nuraerous 
shallow t)its, quadrangular in equatorial region and irregular 
polygonal and trapezoidal near the poles. 
Equatorial diasieter 0.595 mra. Polar diameter .444iiaKi. 
Larvae 
Head light chestn-ut brown in color with a dark brown 
or blackish lateral stripe froia hind margin for-sjard to in­
clude ocelli; trophl dark or blackish; ocelli, six on each 
side, yellow, approximately equal in ^i?e. 
1 2 l^istoma with norraal setae (E , E ); the distance be-
3 
tween E on each side more than twice the distance between 
12 a S and S . Frontal punctures (F ) close together, between 
and slightly anterior of frontal seta (F^), near lower 
1 12 2 
margin of frons. Adf equidistant from F and Adf ; Adf 
a^ 
well behind beginning of LR. Frontal puncture (Adf ) anter-
1 2 ior to beginning of LR; equidistant between Adf and Adf ; 
approximately in line with and Adf . Anterior setae 
1 2 3 2 
(A , A and A ) forming an obtuse angle; A short, about 
1 1 3 
equidistant from A and A ; A and A long. Anterior 
puncture (A^) equidistant froK, and above a line connect-
03 ' 1 1 ing and A . Posterior setae , P'") long, P laterad 
p O 
and slightly posterior of Adf^; posterior and slightly 
1 12 laterad of P ; the distance between P and P eqiial to 
1 ^ the distance between P and Adf"". Posterior punctures two; 
1 1 
Pa nearer to L t;ha,n to any other setae; lying between L-*-
2 b 2 -
and Adf ; P close to and slightly anterior of P . Late-
seta (L ) remote from P and A with which it forms a 
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11 1 ^ triangle, L p being perpendicular to L A . Lateral 
puncture (L®") remote, postero-ventrad of L^.- Ocellar 
1 3 3 
setae (0,0,0"^) ^ell separated; arranged in the form 
1 
of an equilateral triangle; 0 directly ventrad of 
3 3 
ocellus IV; 0 postero-ventrad of ocellus I; 0 reiaote, 
poBtero-ventrad of ocellus VI. Ocellar puncture (0®") 
3 lying between 0 and ocellus VI but nearer to the ocellus 
1 
than to the setae. Genal seta (G ) remote, postero-ventrad 
2 g, 1 
of 0 . Genal puncture (G ) antero-dorsad of G . Subocellar 
, 1 2 3, 3 
setae (SO , SO , SO ) triangularly placed, SO very close 
to ocellus V. Subocellar puncture (SO^) equidistant froni 
and slightly below a line connecting SO and BO^. (fig. 2--) 
Body cylindrical; moderately stout; tapering; towards 
both extremities; without secondary hairs; mostly dirty 
white or flesh color, vdth a brnd of purplish bayown around 
the metathoracic and the first 3 abdoainal segments, a 
subdors-al and a lateral stripe of the same color extending 
frora the band forwcrd to the head and b?5Ck^ ?ard to the 8.nal 
plate, or with only a fain' trace of the purple issrkinjcs. 
Protboracic shield broad, partly divided, yellovsrish to 
light chestnut nrown with a dark lateral stripe. Spiracles 
oval, black with lighter centers. Anal plate yellowish, 
fuscous to black along lateral and cnudal margins. Crot­
chets • ?niordiT;al, arranged in a mesoseries. 
Body setae yel'o's? to araber, raoderately long, placed 
on conspicuous crown tul>ercles (fig. 35.) 
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Prothorax: 11^, 11^, and 11° on the shield; 
the two former on the cephalic margin, the three letter 
c 
on the caudal raargin; I absent, I"? and V a^pproximste, 
cepnalad of spiracle; VI bisetoee, caudo-ventrad of IV and 
V: VII represented by a number of setae at the base of the 
leg. VIII caudo~ventr^?d of leg, 
Q T) 
Mesothorsjc end rsetaf orax; I near dorsomeBon, I , 
ah -
II and II almost in line and successively ventrad of I ; 
y. 
III caudo-ventrnd of II ; IV cepnalad of III; V cephalo-
ventrsd of IV; VI directly ventr-^d of 11^, remote; VII 
and VIII as on prothorax. 
First and second ebdociinal segments: I near dorso-
jiieeon; II caudo-ventral of I; III cephalo-dorsad of spirocle; 
IV caudad of spir-'cle; V ventrad of solr-cle; VI caudo-
ventrad of V; VII cet)halo-ven1 rad of VI, bisetose on first 
and trisetose on second segments; VIII caud.o-ventrs.d of 
VII group. IX oephalad of VII group. 
Third to sixth abdominal seg-^ents; same as first smd 
second except that VII is situated on outer eurfaee of nro-
leg. 
a 
Seventh abdoTninal segment; I, II, III, III , V and 
VIII as .efore; IV dropped to a point caudo-ventrad of 
spiracle; a. small tubercle without setae in normal 
position of IV; VI jroved forward, directl'' ventrad of V, 
VII uTiisetose, ventrad and slightly caudad of VI. 
Eighth abdominal eegraent: I end II on proiininent 
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rectilinear tubercles; I placed as before; II caudsd of 
a 
I, III ceplialo-dorsad of spiracle; III cephalad of spir­
acle; IV caudad of spiracle; ? ventrad and slightly 
cephalad of spiracle; VI caudo-ventrad of V; VII unisetose, 
ventrad of spiracle; VIII ventrad of VII. 
Hinth abdominal segment: II near dor some ro p.: I 
cephalo-ventrad of II: III ventrad and slightly caudad of 
I; IV ventrad of III; VII caudo-ventrad of IV, near caudal 
uiargin of segment; VIII ventrad of VII. 
Tenth abdominal segment: Four promine-nt setae on each 
half of the olate; five setae .at base of esch prolef-. 
Head width, 2.64 - 3.3 mis. Ave. 2.912 rm. 
Body'length, 26 - 30 mm. Ave. 30 inra» 
Pupa 
Typical noctuid pm^a; (fig. 27) labrura separated from 
clypeus by distinct suture, labial palpi visible, about one-
fifth len; th of niasillae; raesothorncic wipgs reaching- near­
ly to ven" ro-cauda.1 siargih of fourth aodoininal segrrient. 
IJaxillae proTjinent, reaching almost to tip of wings. Pro-
tnoracic legs auoroxirnately three-fifths as long as max­
illae, prothoracic fetnur exposed; mesothoracic legs slight­
ly longer than antennae, nearly as lonf^ as maxillae; 
raethathoracic legs exposed caudad of raaxillae extending to 
tip of wings. Abdominal seg;r.ents gradually taperinp; dorso-
csphalic r-inrgins of abdominal eeg^nents three, four, five, 
six and seven strongly punctate, pit markings extendin-
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around to ventral surface of segments five, six and 
seven, caudal raargine of eefiraents five, six s-nd seven min­
utely punctate. Spiracles (except eighth abdominal) 
ellipsoidal, darlc brown; eighth abdominal spiracle reduced 
to slit-like opening. Proleg scars absent, larval setae 
and setal arrangement on abdominal segments larj^-ely re­
tained. Creaaster short, somewhat flattened dorso-ventral-
ly, terminating in two short, slender, divergent, slightly 
curved spines. Color varying frora light to dark brown 
(according to age). Genital openinf^- of female simple, 
slit-like, cephalad of eighth abdominal spiracle, cephalic 
margins of /linth and tenth abdoi^dnal segments curved for­
ward towards genital opening; genital ooening of male 
si!i!ple, slit-like, on slight elevation caudal of eighth 
abdominal spir.-'cle, on ventro-caudal margin of ninth ab-
doriiinal segment. 
Length 16-22 mm. Greatest width 5-7 ram. 
Adult 
Ground color reddish-brown, the scales i:!iore or less 
tioped with ^:rey or white to -oroduce mouse or fawn grey 
color. Head smooth on frons, antennae simple (minutely 
ciliated) pale yellowish bro\yn, lighter near bpse, set 
in tuft of white tipped scales; tarsi ringed with white. 
Fore vangs varying shades of bro'cm (olivaoeous, reddish, 
purplish) Gprinkled with grey. Base line bj-rely disting- • 
uished; antesedial line more or less indistinct, whiti 
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defined with brown on outer margin, irreg-alar and strongly 
out carved at Eiargin; post raedial line distinct, wr.-ite or 
yellowish, defined on inner margin and soraetiraes on outer 
margin by broisn, strongly excurvet' fronj costa around reni-
forrn, then inwardly oblique to hind margin; post medial 
space darker than ante -edial and terrainal jspoces; sub 
terminal line variable in distinctiveness, dentate, yellow 
or white, defined on inner margin by brown (raay be re­
presented by light soots, dashes or \?anting; sub terminal 
space very light along Dost median line and fading oiit 
tov^ards sub-terainaij.; terminal line poorly defined; cilia 
and fringe scales brown, rmle at base and tips- Ordinarily 
spots variable -in distinctiveness; claviform divided into 
" two small white-spots; obicular small, irregular and ir/hite; 
reniform with central lunule yellow, partly surrounded by 
small liyhite spots, one to three above nud three below. 
Five saall white spots, on costa beginning near reniform; 
other white s'nots on outer margin at terminue of princinal 
veins. Hind i,?ing pale grayish brown to smoky above, fawn 
grey below ini:<ed "with brown along costa and terminal 
margin. Abdomen uniforre favm grey, with dorsal crests on 
bssal segments. 
Expanse 25-40 mm. 
Var. nitela. Fore wing; with the s'^o's (claviforra, 
orbicular, reniforrs) obscure or represented by indistinct 
SMoky areas. 
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8EASGHAI. HISTORY AflD HABITS 
Egg. 
The eggs, which are deposited singly or in masses 
(of from 3 to 100) on the leaves and sterae of dead grasses 
and weeds, are most frequently placed well down between 
the leaf sheath and the main stem, in rolled and folded 
leaves or in cracks and crevices of the main stem» (fig. 
28). The time, place, and method of deposition is dis­
cussed elsewhere in this paper. 
The length of the egg stage varies from ahout seven 
and one~half to eight and one-half months. Sggs deposited 
bet^seen August fifteenth and October first hatch during 
the first two weeks of the following l!ay. Although the 
laajority of the eggs norasJLly hatch during the fore part 
of May extreme variations in soil type and topofgraphy as 
well as var-iations in the amount of protection offered 
by shade, leaf njulch, and snow BO effect the teioperature 
that hatching is actually prolonged over a period of four 
or five weeks. In 1927 eggs on a sandy south slope 
hatched April 30th, whereas eggs on a shaded north slope, 
where the snow remained until very late in the spring, did 
not hatch until June first. Similar variations were 
observed on other years. 
The date of hatching, although influenced to some 
degree by the factors just mentioned, is largely determined 
by th$ prevailing temperatures during February, March and 
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April, especially April. Temperatures below normal for 
March and April of 1926 and April of 1928 resulted in un­
usually late hatching of Pa-pa it) erna eggs. Hatching dates 
for the five year period (1826-1&30) are given in table 
X"*/!!. It may be noted that the earliest hatching date 
recorded was April IS (1930), the latest was June 5 (1928) 
and that the peak usually occurred between the first and 
the fifteenth of llay. 
Table X^II. HATCHIHG PATES. 
Year Earliest Date Peak Last Date 
1926 Jlay 15-20 
1927 Anril 30 May 5-10 June 1 
1928 Hav 4 Mav 10-15 June 5 
1929 Auril 36 May 1-10 Mav 30 
ISSO A^ril 19 Anril 25-30 T%v 17 
The date of egg deposition in no way affected the 
tisie of hatching. In many cases the first and the last 
laid eggs hatched on the same day. 
Develo oinent. 
Certain changes in the external appearance of the 
egg accompany development. The original pearly white 
color of the egg lasts but a few hours. In frora 24 to 
48 hours the egg changes to a uniform brownish-gray or 
amber and remains practically unchanged until fron! two to 
ten days before hatching, depending upon the temperature. 
when they becoffie very dark in color, in some cases ai-
isoBt black. At this time the young larva may be seen 
through the chorion of the egg. 
Some ejTibryologiGal development takes place during the 
first fe?; days after egg deposition but within a week de~ 
velopaient is arrested and the egg remains in this partially 
developed condition until spring or until after a suitable 
exposure to some reactivating or accelerating agent such 
as low temperature. Incubation is slow and gradual during 
the late winter and early spring isonths but when the mean 
daily temperature reaches 45-50° F. development becomes 
rapid and the eggs hatch in comparatively short time. 
Eggs deposited September first and subsequently held 
under constant temperature and humidity conditions of 27° 
G. and 75 per cent relative humidity failed to hatch., '^tlier 
eggs which were laid on the same day but which' were sub­
sequently subjected to temperatures below the iriininium 
effective temperature (5, 0 and -5° C. respectively), for 
one month or longer developed normally when replaced under 
conditions fsvorsble to incubation. Still other eggs 
which were laid on the same day were left out of doors 
and at two weeks intervals samples were brought in and 
, o incubated under favorable conditions. (27 C. and 75 per 
cent relc/tive humidity). Samples brought in after Dec­
ember first hatched normally and each succeeding lot had 
a slightly shorter incubation period. A fourth lot of 
eggs which were held at the high tenjperature until January 
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fifteentli, then subjected to out of door conditions for 
one month and returned to favorable conditions hatched 
normally. Under such conditions of manipulated temper­
ature the egg stage can be reduced from approximately 
eight months to two laonthsi 
Low relative humidities have a slight retarding effect 
on development but are comparaoively unimportant in deter­
mining the duration of the egg stage. Prolonged exposure 
-to an atmosphere of less than fifty per cent relative humid­
ity at temperatures above 20°C results in the dehydration 
and shriveling of the egg but these conditions seldom 
occur between September and May and consequently few eggs, 
except infertile eggs are destroyed in this way. Lov; 
relative humidities are inost harmful to the egg when they 
occur near the end of the incubation period. At this time 
they have a laarked retarding effect and Hiaterially de­
lay hatching. Under such conditions many eggs have been 
observed in which completely developed larvae had died. 
Larva 
First Appearance: ¥ewly hatched larvae appear dur­
ing late April or early May and begin at once to feed up­
on young grass and weeds. Although hatching noDnally 
occurs at night many eggs were observed to hatch during 
the day. On hot bright days larvae hatching during the 
day frequently remained hidden uiitil evening, while on 
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cool, cloudy days they went about t'neir business of locat­
ing a host plant the same as at night. Except for a few 
cases in which the larvae ate part of the shells from 
which they emerged or portions of dead leaves and steiiss 
they did not feed until they found fresh green plants. 
General Habitsj In seedling weeds the newly hatched 
larvae usually appear as miners in the cotyledons or 
leaves of the plant, whereas in grasses they usually work 
directly into the main stem. Upon the de?:th of the initial 
host the larva migrates to another plant where it burrows 
into the base of the stalk a^.d thence upmrd. 
Grasses and most siijall-stejnmed plants seldom contain 
more than one borer per plant but a large branching -Breed, 
e. g. a large plant of giant ragweed (Ambrosia trifida). 
may contain thirty or more borers. In this case the 
borers are usually in separate burrows, and it is very 
exceptional to find two or more borers in a sing-le burrow. 
Whenever the plant in which a borer is working dies or 
is cut off or when the larva has grown so large that the 
old stem will not accomodate it, the larvae is forced to 
migrate to a new plant and usually it is required to raake 
a selection fro^K several available plants. The selection 
of the new host plant is largely a matter of chance. The 
larva wanders more or- less aimlessly about until it en­
counters an upright object and then regardless of whether • 
the object is a stick, dead plant or a suitable host plant 
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tbe borer climbs to the top and examines it thoroughly. 
In case the object does not prove to be a desirable host 
plant the boxer descends to the ground and starts out as 
before. Apparently the borers are not aided by sight or 
scent until they are very close to a plant. Migrating 
caterpillars have frequently been observed to pass with­
in a few inches of a very desirable corn or ragweed plant 
and then encounter an upright sticli which they would ex­
amine minutely before itioving on to find a plant. 
Newly hatched larvae react positively to light and 
negatively to the force of gravity the former being the 
dominant reaction in cases where the two are oopos.ed. 
Larvae placed in a cylindrical glass jar will collect at 
the top and on the side nearest the light. If the upper 
portion of the cylinder is covered with a larger opaque 
cylinder the larvae will collect on the light side of the 
crystalline jar and at the lower margin of the opaque 
cylinder. In older larvae these reactions are not so 
noticeable and at the time the larvae are preparing for 
pupation they are practically reversed. 
InstarsJ The number of larval instars varies from 
seven to sixteen. Most of the borers comolete development 
in froEi seven to nine instars and individuals ha.ving raore 
than twelve instars are quite rare. ^?hen the larvae are 
supplied with an abundance of good succulent food they 
normally complete development in seven or eight instars and 
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the growth curve is comparatively smooth. When food is 
of poor quality (hard, dry, sour or moldy) the rate of 
growth is reduced. Molting continues at regular intervals 
but the successive instars show little or no increase in 
si?e. That this condition also exists in the field is 
easily shown by collecting material in the field and deter­
mining the index growth* for specirsens that were in the 
process of molting. 
In this way it was found that the index of growth 
varied from .64 to .90 (indicating a possible variation 
of from 6 to about 30 instars) and that these variations 
were priniarily due to variations in the succulence and 
size of the host plants from which the larvae v^ere taken. 
Early in the season the larvae made iriaximuiB gains in blue 
grass and a little later in timothy, wild rye and oats, 
but as these grasses became old and tourch larval growth • 
^According to Dyars law (13)—"The widths of the head of 
a larva in its successive stages follows a regular geome­
tric progTession,'' or in other words the quotient obta-ined 
b-; dividing the width of the head capsule of any ins tar by 
that of the foll'owing instar ie a constant. This ratio 
is referred to in this paper as the index of groivth. It 
should be noted th- t this is an inverse r-ntio, the lower 
the index of growth the greKtei' the actual increase from 
one instar to the next. 
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was slowed up and the index of growth rose from .68 to 
.80. At this time ragweeds were making good growth and 
the index of groi?th for larvae feeding on this plant was 
dropping, showing that the larvae viere making more rapid 
gains than before. Larvae which feed upon blue grass dur­
ing the first one or two stadia, timothy or other large 
grasses during the third and fourth stadia, and vigorous 
growing ragweed during the last few stadia will show the 
maxiffiura rate of development. The index of growth for these 
larvae will quite consistentlv be lower and they will com­
plete development in seven ot eight,insfars. On the other 
A 
hand larvae which delay their migrations to new and more 
desirable hosts will show a slower rate of developaent and 
the nuraber of instars required to complete development will 
be greater. From this it raay be seen thet it is iianossible 
to deteraine with any degree of accuracy the age or instar 
of field-collected larvae^ 
There is a marked tendency toward a sexual difference 
in the nuKber .oi molts. In irany cases the males coraolete 
development with one less molt than do the, fe'nales. 
Duration of Stadia and Length of Larval Life: The 
len.th of each individual stadium depends primarily upon 
the teraperature whereas food and other conditions are of 
secondery importance.. At relatively high tesaperatures 
larvae are very active, they feed voraciously and grow 
rapidly, but when the temperature drops activity and growth 
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are retarded. 
When larvae are reared at constant temperature the 
second stadium is shorter than the first and the stadia 
after the second became successively longer up to the 
seventh which is the longest^ except in individuals having 
more thsai seven molts> in which case, the seventh stsxJium 
is shortened and the last stadium becomes the longest, 
(table TOII). 
J ft 111?AIM. 
Ho. of : 
niolts tOT 
coffipletel 
develop-: 
aent : 
Buraber of davs in each stadium Total 
Ave. 
il 
• « • 
• * • 
II: III: IV: V 
• 
VI ivil VIII 
• 
* 
IX: SX 
7 : 4; 3.6: 3.7:4.5:10 15 :28 • 68 
8 t 4J 3.5: 3.3:4.4:5.6 7.1:13.8 28 ft • 71 
9 ; 4: 3.4: 3.9:4.2:5.3 6.2: 9.0 14.1 26 : 76 
10 : 4: 3.5: 3.7:4.1:5.2 6.1: 7.2 8.5 13.6:24 80 
Larvae reared in the screened laboratory under natural 
temperature conditions give comparable results except that 
the first and second stadia may be considerably lengthened 
by the low spring temperatures and there may be some ir­
regularities in the comparrrtive length of later stadia due 
to variations in prevailing temperatures, (tables XIX, XX, 
XXI and XXII). 
The larval feeding period is somewhat lengthened as 
the number of sta.dia is increased- (tables XXIII, XXIV, 
XXV, XXVI, and XXVII). 
When the leneth of larval life of males and fernales 
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TABLS XIX. DS7EL0PMT OF'SS75H IlSTAR LARVAE IN SORSEIIIilD 
li:3SCTARY ^ 
» H-um"ber of days in each stadiura 
1926 : I ; II : III; IV ; V : VI ; VII 
Eliniiriura : 8 : 4 : 3 : 4 ; € ; 7 : 18 
ITaxiniura : 14 ; 7 : 9 : 10 : 12 : 14 ; 27 
Average :11.3 :5.5 : 6.4; 7.7 ; 9.3: 11.1; 23.6 
•SiDecifijens I 4 : 4 ; 4 : 4 ; 4 ; 4 : 4 
1927 
Minimum ; 8 : 3 : 4 : 5 ; 5 ; 9 ; 30 
Haxiriiura : 16 : 8 ; S ; 12 ; IS ; 16 ; 41 
Average :12.4 : 5.3 ; 7.5 ; 8.3 : 8.8; 13.3; 25.3 
S-Decimens : 7 ; 7 : 7 ; 7 : 7 : 7 ; 7 
1928 
Mimirfiuju ; 7 • t * O • 'Z * : 4 ; 5 : 7 ; 19 
!.TaxiiBUE} : 12 : 9 : 9 •: 11 ; 11 ; 21 : 31 
Average : S.7 I 6.0 ; 6.7 J 7.4 ; 8.5; 11.4; 26.5 
^S-oeciRiens : 19 : 19 : 19 ; 19 ; 19 ; IS : 19 
1S28 • • 
•''iniriiUTij : 10 i 4 : 3 : 4 : 4 : S : 18 
WaxirriUm : 17 : IC : 9 ; 11 : 12 ; 14 : 29 
At fc. rage : 14. 3:7.2; 6.1 ; 8.8 1; 8.4; 11.0; 24.5 
SxDecirnens : 6 ; 6 : 6 ; 6 ; 6 ; 6 ; "6 
TABLE XX. T;E\niL0P?/5:Kl ' OF EIGHT IKSTAR LARVAE IK SCPESHK D 
IliCECTARY 
: i^uTsber of days in i each stadium 
1926 • ; I : II : III; IV ; V ; VI : VII; VIII 
viniraiK : 8 ; 3 : 7 . « 4 ; 6 : 6 : 6 : 17 
?/axiinum : 14 : 8 ; 9 ; 10 ; 18 ; 13 ; 15 : 36 
Average :11.1: 5,4: 6.3; 7.7; 9.0; 9.7:10.2: 21. 2 
BT)eciraens : 10 ; 10 : 10 ; 10 ; 10 ; 10 ; 10 ; 10 
1927 
-•iaimum : 3 : •7 • w • 4 ; 5 ; 6 : 7 ; 7 : 12 
^''aximura : 16 ; 9 : 9 ; 11 ; 11 ; 13 ; 13 : 37 
Avera:I;e rl2.2; 5.7: 7.1; 8.4; 8.8:10.4; 9.9: 22. 9 
S-oeciinens : 17 : 17 : 17 : 17 : 1? ; 17 : 17 : 17 
1S28 
Hini'RVUK : 7 ; 3 : 4 ; 5 ; 6 : 6 : 7 : 18 
?:!aximm-! : 13 : 8 ; 9 ; Q . W t 11 : 12 ; 13 : 39 
Average : 9.8: 5.6; 6.5; 7.3: 8.7; 9.3:10.0: 24. 5 
Srjecimens : 28 : 28 : 28 ; 28 •: 28 : 28 : 28 ; 28 
1929 
I'linivuuni : 11 : 4 ; 3 ; 4 : 5 ; 6 : 6 ; 17 
Maximum : 16 ; S ; 9 ; 11 : 11 : 12 : 15 : 29 
Averaji-e :13.9: 7.4; 6.3: 8.3: 8.6; 9.1; 9..8; 22. 7 
SDeciiaens : 13 : 13 ; 13 ; 13 ; 13 : 13 ; 13 : 13 
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TABLE XXI. DEVELOPFSNT OF IjlHS IHSTAR LARVS IH SCREE?^SD 
INSSCTARY 
Number of days in each etadlum 
1936 : I : II : III: IV : V : VI : VII: VIII: it 
Miniinurvi ; 10 ; 3 : 3 : 4  ;  6  ;  7 : 6 : 7 : 17 
Maximum : 15 : 7 ; 8 ; 9 ;12 ; 13 : 13 : 13 : 37 
Averrge ; 13 : 5.3: 6.0: 7.4:9.0: 9.1; a A. 10 : 20 
StDecimens : 7 : 7 : 7 : 7  ;  7  :  7 : 7 : 7 : 7 
1927 
i-ini>miin ; 9 ; 3 : 4 : 5  :  6  J  5 : 6 I 6 : 17 
Maximm" : 14 : 8 : 9 : 11 :11 : 13 ; 13 : 14 : 26 
Average :11*9: 5.5; 7.1; 8.2:8.2: 8.9: 9.1: 9.8 : 21. 
S-oeciniens : 13 : 13 : 13 : 13 : 13: 13 : 13 : 13 : 13 
1928 
J^inirmira : 8 : 4 ; 3 : 3  ;  5  :  6 : '7 : 7 : 18 
**axiimim : 13 : 8 : 9 :10 ;12 : 12 ; 13 : 17 : 39 
Average : 9.6: 6.1; 6.2: 7.3:8.0: 8.7: 9.3: 10.2; 23. 
S-oecimens : 30 : SO : •30 ;30 : 20; 30 : 30 : 20 : 30 
1929 
Minimum : 10 : 4 : 4 : 5  :  5  :  5 : 6 : 6 : 18 
: 16 : 9 ; S :10 :12 : 16 : 13 : 14 ; 36 
Average :13.8; 7.3: 6.4 ; 7.1:8.2: 8.5: 9.0: 9.5 : 21. 
Soeciaiens : 11 : 11 : 11 : 11 ;11 : 11 : 11 : 11 ; 11 
TASLIS XXII. DEVSLOP?,!EMT OF TES IHSTAR LARVAE IH SCRMSD 
• IM3SCTARY 
Number of days in each Gtadium 
• 1936 I : II ; III IV : V VI VII VIII IX: X 
Miniinurs 
Maximuir; 
Average 
S-oecimens 
9 : 3 : 3 
14 ; 7 ; 8 
11.3; 5.4: 6.3 
5 : 5 : 5  
4 : 5 
9 :12 
7.6:8.4 
5 ; 5 
5 
12 
8.5 
5 • 
5 
13 
9.0 
5 
7 
15 
9.6 
5 
6 :16 
16 :27 
9.9:18. 
5 : 5 
1927 
Minimim 
Maximu-n 
Average 
STDeciraens 
9  :  3 : 4  
16 : 8 : 9 
12.5; 5.5: 7.4 
20 ! 20 : 20 
4 
11 
8.3 
20 
5 
12 
8.0 
20 
6 : 5 :  6  ;  6  : 1 7  
11 ;13 ; 13 :14 ;31 
8.4:8.2: 9.3:9.8:20 
20 : 30: 20 :30 :20 
1938 
!:^inimuro -
MaxiTnura 
Average 
3*06 ci)ifi8niS 
8  ;  4  ;  5  :  4 : 5 :  5  
13 : 8 : 9 : 9 ;11 : 13 
9.7; 5.9; 6.6; 7.0:7.9:8.4 
12 ; 12 ; 12 : 12 : 12: 13 
6 
13 
8.5 
13 
6 : 7 ;12 
13 :15 :39 
8.9:10 :21. 
13 :13 ;13 
1939 
Hinimu® : 9 : 4 ; 3 
?;!aximTri : 16 : 9 ; 9 
Average :14.3: 7.0: 6.1 
ST)eciffiens : 6 : 6 : 6 
4 : 5 :  5  
10 : 10: 11 
8.2:7.9:8.4 
6 : 6 : 6  
5 : 6 : 7 ;18 
11 : 13 :13 :34 
8.4; 9.0:9.3:20. 
6  :  6 : 6 : 6  
TABLE XXIII. DEVr 
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LOPJIErlT OF ALL SE\^]3 INSTAR LARVAE. 
Averasre I II 
• 
III : IV 
» • • 
V : VI : VII: Total 
1926 
1927 
1S28 
1929 
11.3 
12.4 
9.7 
14.3 
5.5 
5.8 
6,0 
7.2 
6.4 ; 7.7 
7.5 I 8.3 
6.7 : 7.4 
6.1 : 8.8 
9.3:11.1523.6: 75 
8.8:13.3:25.3: 81 
8.5:11.4:26.5: 76 
8.4:11.0:24.5: 80 
Average 11.9 6.1 6.67:8.05 8.75:11.7:24.97: 78 
TABLE XXIV. DEVSLOPlJEfiT OF ALL SIGHT IISTAR LARVAE 
Average I II III : IV V VI : VII: VIII Total 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
11.1 
12.2 
9.8 
13.9 
5.4 
5.7 
5.6 
7.4 
6.2 : 7.7 
7.1 ; 8.4 
6.5 : 7.3 
6.3 8.3 
9.0 
8.8 
8.7 
8.6 
9.7:10.2:21.2 
10.4: 9.9:23.9 
9.3:10.0:24.5 
9.1: 9.8:22.7 
80 
85 
82 
86 
Average 11.7 6.02 6.52: 7.9 8.77:9.6:9.97:22.8 83 
TABLE XXV. DSVSLOP!£SKT OF ALL NINE IliSTAR URVAJ . 
Averaere I II III :•IV V VI : VII: VIII IX :Total 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
12 
11.9 
9.6 
13.8 
5.2 
5.5 
6.1 
7.3 
6.0 : 7.4 
7.1 : 8.2 
6.2 : 7.3 
6.4 : 7.1 
9.0 
8.2 
8.0 
8.2 
9.1: 9.4: 10 
8.9: 9.1: 9.8 
8.7: 9.3:10.2 
8.5: 9.0: 9.5 
20 : 88 
.21.1:89 
22.5:88 
21.3:91 
Average 11.8 6.0 6.4 : 7.5 8.35:8.8: 9.2: 9.9 21.2:89 
TABLE XXTI. TOTAL DEVELOPIS^IT OF ALL TEU INSTAR LARVAE. 
Averajje I II III: IV : V VI : VII:VIII: IX: X :Tota.: 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
11.2 
12.5 
9.7 
14.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.9 
7,0 
6.2: 7.6: 8.4 
7.4: 8.3: 8.0 
6.6: 7.0: 7.9 
6.1: 8.2: 7.9 
8.5 : 9.0: 9.6:9.9:18.5:94 
8.4 : 8.2: 9.3:9.8:30 ::97 
8.4 : 8.5: 8.8:10 :21.4:94 
8.4 : 8.4: 9.0:9.3:20.1:99 
"KveTa^e 11.9 5.95 6.57:7.77:8.05 8.42::8.52: 9.2:9.75:20 :96 
TABLE XXVII. DEVELOPMENT OF ALL LARVAE REARED IN SCREENED LABORATORY. 
No. of 
molts to Number of daya In each stadium 
complete 
development I 
> 
III III ivi V I VI :VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV 
7 11.9 :6.1 6.7 8.0 
p 
!8.7 
• 
11.7s 25 
8 11^ 7:6,0 e..5 7.9:8.8 
• 
9.6: 10 23 
9 11.8 6.0 6.4 7.5 8.4 
« 
8.8 :9,2 
: 
8.4 s8,5 
9.9 21 
10 11.9 5.9 6.3 7.8 8.1 9.2 9.8 20 
11 11.6 6,0 6.6 7.5 7.9 
• 
8,0 :8.2 7.9 8.9 9.9 18 
12 11.8 6.1 6.4 7.7 8.2 
• 
8.1 :8.4 8.0 7.9 8.7 9.3 19 
13 11.7 5,8 6.6 7.6 8.1 7.9 :8.1 7.9 8.4 8.6 8.9 8.9 21 
14 11.9 6.0 6.4 7.4 7.8 8.2 :7.9 
• 
• 
8.3 7.9 8.5 8.2 9.1 9.4s 
« « 
18 
I 
H O 0 1 
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Imving the same number of instars are compared the males 
\?ill be found to have the longer larval period. When total 
length of life for all aales and all females is consider­
ed the females have the longer ueriod due to the fact 
that they very frequently have an increased number of 
molts. 
Preparation for Pupation: \Then a larva becoiries full 
grown it usually deserts the plant and forras a small oval 
cell just below the surface of the soil. In a few instances 
especially, when the .orer is feeding in corn, burdock or 
very large ra^^reed plants, punation occurs in the larval 
feeding burrow. In such esses the larva drops to the 
bottom of the burrow vvhere it prenareB an oval cell, '^he 
old br.rro^ is closed off vath a partition of silk and fraes 
and a new opening is prenared. In orepsring this oT'ening 
the Iprva leaves only tie eoiderniis of the ste:r. intact. 
v^lien the pupal chamber has been prepared the larva passes 
into the prepupal stage. After spending' from one to six 
days in this condition the insect sheds its last larval 
skin and the ouoa is revealed. 
PUPA 
• I' 
Imraediately after xransformation the pupa is creamy 
white in color, excepc in many cases the cephalic region, 
head, thorax and appendages have a distinct greenish tint.-
In from one to three hours the abdorainal segments and the 
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dorsum of the thorsx change to yellow or reddish yellow 
and a few hours later the entire pur)a p.esuraes the nornial 
reddish bromi color; then, for the next two or three days 
it retains a I'lright lustre. 
Time of Pupation. 
Pupation nori^T-lly begins lats in July and contimeG 
until the l"st week of August. The earliest date of 
pupation was July 17(1927) and the latest August 39 (1928); 
however, the time of pupation is fairly constant fro-'n year 
to yes-r and during the three year period (1927 -1939) the 
juaximura variation irorn the above dates was 3 days. 
Table XXVIII. . 
There is a sliglit tendency for the jr.ales to pupate 
earlier than" the fepaales. This is indicated by the 
earlier arrival at the fifty per cent point in the case of 
the vmles (indicsted by asterisk iii table XX^JIII). 
Duration of the Pupal Stage. 
The duration of the pupal stavre of SOBS nupae reared 
under normal conditions in the screened insectary varied . 
froa 16 to 40 days, V7ith an average of about 25 days. 
Tahle XXIX. 
The lenoth of the ^Tjoal stape is f.restly influenced 
by the prevailing teraperatures (taL'le XXX). In 1926 the 
mean tetn-nerRtures regained fairly uniform, and there" vrss 
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little vari- tion in the length of the pupal stage (18-
25 days). In 1827 the prevailing temperatures during 
August were "moderately lo^ and the pupal period varied from 
20 to 30 cays tout during the first two weekn of September 
the temperatures were above norma.! and the pupal period 
was short (16-21 days). In 1G28 and afrain in 192S tliere 
iras a j-radual fall in teraperature from August first to 
October first, and the length of the pupal stnge increseed 
from 20 days in August to ';0 dsys late in Bepteaber, 
The relative humidity and the amount of moisture ' 
present in the soil did not seem to influence, at Issst to 
any marlced extent, the length of the pupal sti^ge. One lot 
of pupae w"s divirjed and placed in two jars of sand, one of 
which was ^ eot wet and the o-hsr fairly dry. !'oths apoeared 
in both cages at the sarr.e titne, but many of those in the 
dry sand were a.bnormal and deformed. 
As a rule f e puoal stage of the iTales was frora one to 
three days longer thnn th t of tl.e feir:ales. (Tables XXX 
and XXXI. 
There appears to be an inverse relationship bet-.veen 
1 he len th of the larval -str-ge, especially the Irst instar, 
and the len th of the pupal stage. 
Very often the pupae developing fro':; Inte maturing 
larvae had a puoal v^tege froin one to three days shorter 
than pur^ae developing fro;r! es.rly :nsturing larvie. 'I'he 
pupal record's for 1S26 (table XXX) give further evidence of 
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this inverse relationship, may be noted tliBt although 
the temperoture reniained fairly constant throiighout the 
season the length of the auDal stage becnrae shorter as the 
season progressed {as the length of larval life became 
longer). 
In addition; to the varif^tions due to temperature, sex, 
and length of larval life there is a large degree of vari­
ation in the length oi the pupal stage, which is as yet 
unexplainable. In most instances individuals which pupated 
the same day and wTsich were kept'under similar conditions 
(often in the sr-nie container) sho^i^ed variations of fror;i 
three to eight days in the time of emergence. Of 'the 50 
individuals pupating; August 11, 1929; 1 eraerged the 23rd. 
day, 3 the 24th., 6 the 25th., 7 t?.e 36th., 6 the 37th., 
3 the 28th., 3 the 29th., and 1 the 30th., day after pup­
ation. Tlie ferssles shos'ed apprQxir.Ftely the same degree 
of variation. ni;?.ilrr variations vrere observed in pupae 
kent under constant conditions of teinnerature and relative 
haaidity. 
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TABLS XXYIII. DATES OF PUPATION 
Dates 
1926 1927 1928 1929 
Male Female Male Female Male Feraale I'ale Feiiiale 
July 17 1 2 
" 18 1 2 2 
" 19 3 2 1 
" 20 4 1 1 1 
« 21 1 1 2 2 1 
» oo 1 4 2 2 1 12 8 
" 23 7 3 4 3 
" 24 1 2 • 3 8 2 
" 25 3 4 4 3 6 6 
" 26 2 6 3 7 5 
» 27 1 5 2 9 3 5 9 
" 28 1 3 2 7 1 16 6 
« 29 4 3 3 2 4 1 12 10 
« 30 «4 6 2 4 4 1 15 13 
" 31 A 2 3 2 12 9 
August 1 1 » i 3 2 2 16 14 
» 2 1 4 2 3 1 13 9 
" 3 3 o 2 2 21 • •£j1 
» 4 3 1 8 8 2 •6 9 11 
« 5 1 1 14 7 4 1 11 12 
« 6 1 6 7 6 , 8 11 
.. 7 *4 5 3 6 7 34 
" 8 16 10 6 10 18 21 
" 9 1 1 1 3 6 15 *15 29 
" 10 1 1 1 8 11 20 46 
" 11 1 2 5 4 11 23 30 65 
" 12 1 4 6 7 11 18 »32 
" 13 1 o 9 29 33 36 
" 14 1 1 6 *8 20 22 14 27 
" 15 5 13 15 50 14 34 
" 16 3 2 5 3S •^85 8 23 
" 17 2 3 14 40 11 29 
« 18 5 14 3 24 20 37 
" 19 3 8 8 38 17 30 
" 20 1 8 3 10 11 30 
" 21 3 7 5 19 12 14 
" 22 5 4 3 7 2 32 
33 5 7 6 11 4 12 
» 24 3 o sCj 1 1 3 10. 
" 25 5 1 2 8 
" 26 1 6 1 1 2 5 
» 27 4 9 3 
" 28 2 1 2 2 1 
" 29 1 
TOTAL 32 .30 153 190 235 450 429 678 
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TABLE XXIX. DUHi^TIOH OF TITS PUPAL STAGE. 
Davs 
1S26 1927 1928 1929 
Male Female Male Female Male Female ?ale Female 
16 1 3 
17 2 8 
18 1 7 
19 3 3 16 1 
30 2 r* o 4 15 1 4 3 
21 3 10 9 30 5 s • 1 9 
32 5 4 18 25 8 8 10 46 
23 4 KJ 16 37 11 6 18 103 
34 4 30 38 • 4 17 41 148 
25 2 22 21 2 20 • 63 105 
26 27 17 7 63 66 72 
27 21 2 11 127 62 41 
28 12 1 22 84 47 36 
29 3 2S 45 36 19 
30 •2 35 18 15 14 
31 1 19 S 9 3 
32 15 3 6 4 
33 7 3 4 3 
34 1 5 3 • 
35 2 2 3 3 
36 4 '5 2 1 
37 • • i 2 2 
38 2 4 2 
38 2 3 2 
40 1 1 
TOTAL 20 27 171 221 189 441 395 619 
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TABLS XXX. EFFECT OF TEMPERATIJHS UPON THE DOItATlO?! OF THE 
; PUPAL STAGS 
Date : Date :Average tirae : Hean 
Pu-pated I emerged : Male •. Female ; Temperature 
1926 ! ; : : 
July 21 :August 13-15 : 25 : 23 : 74 
July 27 :Aue<ust 17-21 : 25 : 22 : 73.9 
July 30 ;Aug\ist 20-23 ; 23 : 21 : 73.9 
August 4 :August 25-27 ; 23 : 21 : 73.5 
August 9 :August 29-31 : 22 ; 20 : 74.3 
Auf;ust 16 ; September 4-6 : 20 : 19 : 74 
T '927 . • • . 
Jufy~T8-19 -Augrast 8-12 : 24 : 21 : 72 
July 27-29 :August 23-28 : 28 : 24 : 69 
August 8 ;September 5 : 28 ; 25 ; 69 
August 14 :September 8 : 27 : 24 : 70 
August 23 .'Seotember 12 : 21 : 20 t 74 
Auf^ust 25-27;September 12-16: 20 ; 18 ; 76 
IQgg . . J . 
Jul^7 -August 17-18 : 22 : 21 i 75 
August 4 :August 28-30 : 26 : 24 : 73.5 
August 5-11 ;September 2-10 : 29 : 26 t 70 
August 15-16:September 11-15: 30 : 28 : 69 
August 22-23:September 21-25: 33 : 30 : 65 
August 24-28;September 28 : 40 : 37 : 62 
:October 5 : : ; 
1829 : : : : 
Jul^2-23 -Aujxust 13-16 ; 24 : 22 :* 74 
July 25 :AuE.cust 18-21 : 25 : 23 : 73 
July 31 : August 24-26 ; 26 ; 24 : 72 
August 13-15:September 8-11 : 28 : 25 : 70 
August 19-20:September 15-17: 29 : 27 : 67 
August 22 :September 20-22: 32 : 30 : 65 
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TABLB XXXI. mEOT OF SSX AHP COLOR FOHH Oil DITHATION OF 
PUPAL 3TAGS 
« »' 
* • 
Male ; Female 
Yeartnitela;nebris;Total; Ho. ;iiitelatnebxis:Total; No. 
1936: ; :22.56: 30 ; ; :20.81; 27 
1927:34.31 :24.72 :24.53! 171 : 22.OS: 22.03:22.28:221 
1928:28.96 :21.21 :29.00: ISS : 27.55; 26.99:27.41:441 
1929:27.15 ;26.90 ;27.Q4: 595 ; 25.05: 24.90:34.96:619 
ADULT 
Emergence 
Under norraal conditions the pupa, while rei-isining in 
its earthen cell or at the bsse of its burrow in th.e atalk, 
splits the pupa case along the dorso-median line of the 
thora.x and the moth makes its escape. The newly emerged || 
adult, with unsxpa .ded wings, works its way thorugh the thjn 
ceiling of its earthen cell and upon re&chin;:-- the surface 
of the cell crawls upon soise uoright object where it stops 
to expand its ^ in s. The expandinr; and drying of the wings 
requires froa 30 to 40 minutes after which tirae they are 
dropped into their nornial position and the raoth ie ready for 
its initial flight. If disturbed before the winKS are 
fully indurr.ted the inoths run or flutter out of danger 
after which they cone to rest end then elevate the v/ings 
to coraplete the drying process. The time required to cora-
plete the whole operation of emergence from splitting of 
the pupal case to the folding of the wings varies fro5?i 
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forty-five to eighty-five minutes. 
No observations have been raacle on the a.ctusl time of 
eTnergence in the field, but in out-of-door cpges most of 
the moths emergjed during the night. In the screened 
laborntory i:?here the pupae were "kept on a lawyer of moist 
sand in glass containers, the moths eniertred at quite 
i'efinite hours, [emergence usually began between 5:00 
and 7:00 P. M., rose to an abrupt peak between 8:30 and 
9:00 and then gradually dropped off until the last few 
emerged just before daylight. iSmergence at nig-ht appears 
to be photo-negrtive reaction. When puiime were pls.ced in 
a brightly lighted rooni during the night and transferred 
to a dark room during the day the rrsoths emerged between 
8:00 and 11:00 A. If. A fn-s? ssoths emerging from puoae 
that were kept in continual darkness eLrierjred at all hours 
of the day. 
The emergence period lasts for about tw nionths, 
beginning early in Augrast and continuin-; uo to the first 
y.-eek in *^ctober. (Table XXXII). The earliest record 
was August 6, (19S7), the latent October 5, (1928), and 
the oeak or point of raa-'.iri:iuH emergence, usually occurred 
during the first two ^-/eeks of -"epte^nber. 
There is no marked difference in the tiir-e of ar-pear-
a.ce of the two sexes. As a rule, however, the raale sex 
predo^iihates for the first few days after v/hich the fernales 
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out number the -na-les. (Table XXXII). 
Proportion of Sexes and Mating 
Of the S,335 individuals that have been reared dur­
ing the four years covered by these experiraents, 1,440 
individuals or slightly less than 6S per cent were fe-
raalee, iroile 8S5 individuals or little less than 28 per 
cent were males, ''he r>ercentp.ve of fesales for erch of 
the four seasons was 57, 56, 63 and 64 resnectively. In 
the field the orouortion of sexes may be riiore neerly 
equal, t'any individuals from which puuation and cnergence 
records were obtained were collected as full crown larvae 
and it is entirely possible th-it many rneJes had -nupated 
i;i the field and that the field collections •vrere there­
fore unjustly weighted in frvor of a larger feniale pop­
ulation . 
l-ating usually t-a.lces place between 8:00 P. V. and 
3;00 A. H. on the lirtt night a,fter emergence but when one 
or two day old mles v/ere avciilal;le j;iatin.v; frequently 
occurs mthin a fev/ hours .?fter th-- ertiergence of the fer.!c.-:le 
r:joth. 
The female raoths indicate their readiness for copulat­
ion by raisini? and pro3ectin.'; the tip of her abdomen. 
(Aouarently an a ttr-^ctivs orlor is e'litfted). Soon one or 
riore raales approach the. feiflale afrainst the wind and after 
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TABLE XXXII. PATES OF ADULT E^-^ERGSIICE. 
1926 1927 1928 1929 
Dates :Male •s^ 'ersale •ale li'eTriale: ^ale Femal '^ale •^emale 
Aug- 6 : 1 1 
H 
n 
7 : 
3 : 
1 
S 
1 
H 9 : 
ri 10 :: 2 ij 
tt 
11 ; 
13 : 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
ti 13 : 1 1 1 6 3 i) 
ti 
If 
14 : 
15 ; 
16 : 1 
2 
6 
2 
2 
1 1 
3 
7 
4 
4 
K 17 : 1 3 2 4 (t 18 ; 2 7 5 1 5 
n 19 ; 3 1 1 7 3 4 3 
II 20 : 3 6 2 1 9 1 1 2 
It 21 : S •4 2 3 o 4 6 
H 23 : 4 3 2 4 2 S 7 
t« 23 : *2 2 5 2 1 1 11 14 
H 24 : 2 5 15 13 
tl 25 ; 2 1 2 Tt 20 19 
II 
* 26 ; 1 3 5 2 1 15 18 t) 27 : 3 3 1 2 12 11 
fl 28 : 2 3 4 5 10 8 
t) 29 ; 1 5 9 2 1 12 23 
tt 30 : 1 1 11 6 •z 6 17 21 
tt 31 : 1 1 Q 8 3 3 11 21 
Sept. 1: 1 15 11 5 ' 4 12 33 
1) 2: 2 6 8 8 23 17 43 
Tf *7 « 
• 1 w 4 {— o *1A 28 
{< 4: 1 7 12 7 2 IS 32 
11 5; 11 8 9 10 19 *35 
II 6: 2 2 6 7 12 14 31 
tl 7: 10 *19 7 19 17 32 
H 8: 10 12 13 17 17 25 
it S; 9 10 S 26 14 24 
» 10: 7 13 *25 35 19 30 
11 11: 13 2.3 10 52 14 26 
11 12; S 15 17 *52 15 17 li 13: 8 7 15 46 10 15 
(! 14: 1 3 23 49 6 8 
II 15: 1 4 17 31 5 11 
tl 16: 4 15 34 7 24 
M 17; 1 4 r-o 4 18 
f! 18: 5 1 8 13 
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TABLE XXXII.(continued) DATES OF ADULT SUERGENCE 
Dates 
1S26 1927 1928 1929 
M-ale Female Hale Fessale Hale ?e mle Tale: Female 
Sept. 19 4 . 4 3 : 22 
H 20 6 9 4 : 9 
II 21 9 13 4 : 8 
» 22 2 5 1 : *4 
11 33 1 2 1 ; 2 
It 24 1 1 : 2 
ft 25 1 1 : 3 
11 26 1 ; 2 
n 27 1 1 : 2 
II 28 3 1 : 2 
H 29 1 1 : 1 
II 20 1 ; 1 
Oct- 1 4 8 : 1 ii i i * « 
It 
c. 3 * 
It 4 1 1 • » 
It 5 1 1 « • 
TOTAL 20 27 179 2S1 283 500 ;414 :692 
Fifty per cent point. 
TABLE XXXIII . ABUKDAKCK: OF IISRIS AIID 7AR. lUTELA 
COMP/IRED 
• 
% 
: Kale Female 
YeRr:nitela nebr 18:^1 of niteia. niteia:nebris:?j of niteia 
1927: 108 
1928: 125 
1929: 236 
43 : 71 
57 i 68.7 
69 : 77.4 
146 ; 58 : 71.6 
319 : 112 : 74,0 
335 : 112 : 74.9 
TOTAL 469 169 : 73.5 800 : 282 : 73.8 
hovering about her momentarily alights beside her or 
strikes at the elevated caudal tip of her abdorricn T/hile in 
flight. As soon as the male eucceeds in clasping he re­
verses his position so that the two moths face in opposite 
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dlrections. The moths usually remain in coition for 30 
to 75 minutes, the avera: e time being about 45 minutes. 
Polygamy-
There is considerable evidence of polygyny and poly­
andry among the jsoths. l^any aales have mated with two or 
Riore ferfisles. Twenty-four out of twenty-five males made 
second matings^ 9 out of 10 made third raatings and 5 out 
of 5 made fourth raatings. No atternpt was made to secure 
Kore than four matings frora an individual. In a few cases 
fertile females that had laid some eggs were observed to 
mate a second time. 
Tiiae, Manner and place of Oviposit ion. 
According to Siaith (47), Wm. Beutenauller was the 
first person to describe the egg and to observe the time 
and place of deposition. Previous to this^  ti^ r.e (1905) it • 
was quite generally believed and not infrequently stated 
that the winter was passed in the adult stage and that the 
eggs were deposited singly upon the young host plants. 
Egg deposition begins the first or second night follow -
ing mating (usually the second or third night after emerg­
ence). Practically all of the eggs are laid between sun­
down and midnight, hov7ever, it is not unconvi.or for r few 
moths to continue ovipositing until daybreak. Observations 
on caged specimens indicate e&g laying if? at its peak between 
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8:00 and 10;00 P. M. 
The feaale gives the first sign of egg: laying by 
fluttering around over the plants,apparently hunting for 
a suitable place to deposit her eggs. Upon alighting on 
a plant the tip of the abdomen is iinKedio,tely curved down-
?;a.rd and the apex of the ovipositor is used to explore 
every little crack and crevice. When a suitable place is 
found the moth comes to rest and deposits frora 15 to 50 or 
soiaetimes more eggs. In most instances the rsoth places 
the eggs well down under the leaf sheath, into a deep 
crevice or in rolled or folded leaves where they are held 
in place and more or less covered by a sort of cement. 
Not infrequently the feaale will move about considerably 
while laying one ba.tch of eggs, placing a few egrg-s in one 
crevice end a feiKf more in another. 
Although grasj^es, especially dead grasses, are pre­
ferred for oviposit ion the siioths rer.dily Oviposit on many 
other plants narticularly ragweed, -oigw/eed, corn, dock, 
golden rod and in fact raost any of the co^iirnon fence rev? 
plants. Apparently the -^oths of Papaiaema nebrls do not 
posess an instinctive habit for depositing their egf^ -s 
upon the food plants of their larvae and oviposition seems 
to be largely regulated by tactile stimuli. As previously 
mentioned a female about to ovioosit uses the tip of her 
ovipositor to find a suitable place t , deposit her eggs 
and unless she is able to find a suitable crack or crevice 
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no eggs will be deposited. Fertile females placed in . 
' erapty glass or tin containers refused to oviposit until 
a suitable niediura \.yas s.dded. The sdi'ition of smooth paper 
or leaves would not induce oviposition, however, folded 
paper or rolled and folded leaves usually brought eggs. 
Dead leaves of corn, gracr and weeds were greatly pre­
ferred for oviposition out in their absence many other 
substances, e. g,, absorbent cotton, pieces of cloth, rough 
bark, einpty pupae cases and the bodies of dead ciothe were 
-used. 
The moth's apparent preference for grasses raay be 
accounted for in two ways. First the leaves of grasses 
I mth 'their encircling sheatl s and rolled and folded 
i 
I blades are especially inviting to the mothsj-md second 
i . 
1 the moths most frequently spend the day hidden in the 
i t 
I grass and since they are not very active it is to be ex-
i 
I pected that many of them will remain there to deposit tl>eir 
! eg^s. 
i 
Length of the Ovioosition Period. 
I The preoviposition neriod varied from one to seven 
! 
i days and averaged 3.8 da.ys. The ti^e of mating greatly 
j 
I influenced the length of the preoviposition period. Un-
j fertilised females usually hold their eggs until just be-
i fore death, when a portion of them raay be deposited. V?hen 
i females five or six days old were mated oviposition usually 
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began the sarse day or the day following mating. Variations 
in temperature did not ?naterially affect the length of the 
preoviposition period. 
The oviposition period va:rieG froK four to twenty-three 
days arid averaged 10.88 days. The mothe do not always lay 
eggs every day during the oviposition period but as a rule 
p fer-'jale that has once begun to lay will deposit a fevj eggs 
each day until near the end of the period, when a few ir­
regular skips occur. The l-'^ngth of the oviposition period 
is closely correlated with the length of adult life and is 
therefore gres-tly influenced by "he environmental factors 
which the longevity of the -moth {tera-oerature and water 
supply). 
The post-oviposition period varied froia none to nine 
days and averaged 2.44 days. Nineteen out of eighty-five 
fsraales laid iggs during the day on which death occurred. 
Uusiber of eggs laid. 
. The daily rat^? of oviposition varied 'E'-ith different 
ferrales and frora day to day for erch individual. Daily 
egg production vpried froi.;^ a minimum of 6 to a, i^iaximurn 
of 735 eggs. In inost cases the raoths produce very large 
numbers of eggs (300-500 daily) for the first three or 
fo.:r dpys of the oviposition period after isrhich there is ' 
usually a gradual decline in the number of eg s laid dur­
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ing each succeeding: day. However, a few raoths heve one 
01' two days of light egg deposition precei ing' the peak^ 
a few do not reach a peak until late in the oviposition 
period and a few have raore than one peak. 
The number of eggs deposited by a raoth during the 
whole life varied from 75 to 219S and averaged 879. The 
size of the moth and length of adult life are the raore 
important factors in determining the total number of eggs 
that will be produced. Since the ovaries always contain 
some immature eggs in which the yolk has not yet been 
formed it will be readily seen that itiaxiiTiuiii egg productiort: 
,V 
can only be expected froK^ those raoths which live a full \ 
I 
span of life. | 
Longevity. 
The length of life of the moths is determined almost ; 
entirely by biotic conditions, especially by temperature i 
and water supply. During hot weather the moths have a | 
high rate of isetabolisin, the rate of egg production is I 
high and the length of life is compa.rstively short (8-10 
days), vfhereas during cold weather the rate of metabolism 
is reduced and the moths are niuch longer lived (SO-30 
days). Moths deprived of water invariably died in less -
than ten days and except during very cold weafner most of 
them died within four or five days. Moths which received 
sugar writer, or diluted honey solution lived no longer 
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thGJi aioths fed pure water. 
Adult males lived from 3 to 34 days and averaged 15.6 
days; adult females lived 3 to 36 days and averaged 17.1 
days. 
Pood of the Moths. 
In the field motha were frequently observed sipping 
dew frora leaves and they were occasionally observed taking 
nectar froHi clover and mint blossoras. •'•t ms also observed 
that raoths in captivity fed readily upon either pure or 
sweetened water, when it was sprayed upon the foliage in 
their cnges. In all cases the searching raoths appeared to 
coine upon their food supply by chance rather than by a 
response to soi^ie external ctimulus. Unfed moths olaced 
only a few centiffleters away from water or sugar solutions 
did not seem to know that it was there and apriarently they 
were not able to orient theraselves and move toward the 
food. In the field no moths were ever attracted to sweet­
ened baits. 
General %bits 
Durin?:;: the day the iHoths sre usually very quiet, re-
nmining almost iiiirrjovable in well concealed places >'<uGh as 
tall grass, or thick ^eeds. "he -TiOths usually rest with-
the he.'^-d downward snd the win;fs tightly folded over the 
body and the supporting stem. When disturbed they tmy 
resnond u'ith a short "luggish flight but more often they 
feign defith. Handling or prodinp with .? oencil aay or '-my 
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not cause the insect to show signs of life. Ordinarily 
they will not move unless considerable pressure is applied. 
If rolled upon their baclcs they remain inotionlef^fe for 
several moraents, usually until after the observer has gone 
away. 
Shortly after sundovm the laoths become somewhat active 
and begin to flutter about among the plants. Their flights 
are short, sluggish and of an errotic zig-sag character. 
During; the firet hour of activity the entire attention of 
the i-TiOth is given over to feedin after which the females 
begin to oviposit and the 7^?>leR ai^parently altern- te between 
feeding and searching for mates. 
There are occasional published records of the moths 
of Paoaipeaa nebris being attracted to lights but never 
in very large numbers. IV. 3. Turner (48) reports the 
collection of 3 males of ?. neforis in a total catch of 
.",152 moths. 
S1SAS0I]AL HISTORY 
The stalk borer is a typical one generation insect 
and there is very little vpription in its seasonal 
occurrence. The eggs are Ir-id on the leaves of grass and 
weeds during the late suian-er and early fall months (Aug. 
20 — Oct. 15.) These eggs overwinter on the plants rmd 
hatch the follccring Kay or June. The young larvae nia.ke 
their "S7ay into the young grass and weed plants where they 
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feed until they kill or outgrow their host, when they 
migrate to new and larger stemced plants. Transformation 
to the pupa stage takes place in the larval feeding 
burrow or in an especially constructed cell just below 
the surface of the soil. The moths emerge during late 
August and September and deposit their eggs on the leaves 
of dead gras;?es and weeds, where they remain until the 
following soring. 
rUTURAL CO.'^tROL 
The abundance of the stalk borer is greatly in­
fluenced by severs! natural factors. Cliin^^.tic conditions, 
birds, insectivorous mamraals, insect pa-rasites and pre-
ditors and diseases all nlay an important part in reduc­
ing the numbers of this insect. 
Climatic conditions 
Hot dry y/eathex- near the end of the incubation 
neriod prevents many eggs from hatching and kills siany 
nev/ly hatched larvae, on the other hand heavy rains dur­
ing the sarae period results in the drowning of imny young 
cateriillsrs. Dry dusty weather during I^ay and June de­
stroys many first, second end third instar larvae, 
through dehydration, as they are forced to attemnt mi­
grations throJf^h the dry dust. Sudden changes from very 
cold to warm and extreae cold temperatures during the 
winter destroys some over-v;intering eggs. 
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The we*~ther also affects the borer popul'-ition by 
its influence on plant fcrowth and on the activity of 
parasites and disease organisHis. 
Birds 
In late summer and early fall many com, ragweed, 
and other plants r/iay be found with the rnain stalks 
shattered by numerous ragged angular holes raade by the 
downy woodpecker (Dryobates pubescens L.) and allied 
species in their search for the borers. In sniall areas 
such as gardens and fence row infestations these birds 
often destroy as tnany as 80 per cent of the borers, 
The robin, blackbird, bobwhite and brown thrasher, 
were frequently observed to visit infested fence roz's 
for their seals. several occasions, when attenrotinp 
to build up a heavy infestr-tion in a lirsited area by 
liberating many half-.v-rown larv?;e, the wri':er observed 
that as soon as he v/alked away the robins, blackbirds 
and blue-teirds rushed in and devoured inost of the cater^^ 
pillars before they could enter the nlants and it was 
necesssry for soi^ieone to re?-iain in the vicinity for one or 
two hours so that the larvae could become established be­
fore the birds arrived. 
Tne following birds have been observed mo e or less 
connrionly feeding in areas infested bv the stalk borer 
and those species marked "i,7ith an asterisk have been 
observed feeding ui')on the l:.rv e. 
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*Bobwhite or quail (Colimis virfi:inianus). 
Yellow-billed cuclcoo (Coccyzus aaericanus) 
*DoHny woodpecker (Dryobates pubescens). 
Red-headed woodpecker (Melanerpes erythrocephalus). 
Flicker (Golapxes auratus). 
Kingbi"d (Tyrannus ryrannue). 
*Blue jay (Cyartocitta cristata). 
Bobolink (Doliohonyx oryzivorus). 
CowDlrd (Moloxhiu 3 ater). 
•Bed-winged bleckDird (Agelaius phoeniceus). 
•Meadow laric (Stumella rgaRna) . 
•Blackbird or grrcyie (Qui seal-as quiscula). 
I'atbi'd (Dnmetella ce rolinensis). 
* Brown thrasher (Toxostoma rufum). 
•Hobin (Planesticus laiRratorius). 
•"Bluebird . (Sialla sialis). 
Ife-iriaals 
The skunk (^fephitis nigra Peale & Beauv.) frequeriiy 
digs holes at the oases of infeetc^d plants where it is 
searching for food and it must be considered as 8. destroy­
er of larvae and pupae. 
The short-tailed shreiv (Blarina brevicauda ^ay.) is 
also a destroyer of the larval and pupal stages of the 
borer. These little animals frequently have raany burrows 
or runways in grassy fence rows snd where these runways 
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are numerous one lias difficulty in finding live larvae or 
pupae even though the plants above hed been vexy he?vily 
infested. Larval head ca-Dsuleo snd frr-gments of pupa 
esses can frequently be found in digestive tracts of the 
shrews. 
Holes ard field mice frequently destroy raany larvae 
and pupae in the vicinity of t.heir burrows and nests. 
Predatory Insects. 
Coleontera 
Among the predacious insects attacking the borer 
the lady-hug beetles (Coccinellid&e) and the ground beetles 
(Carabidae) are of greatest importance, is import- nt 
to note that these predators are active at a time when 
they are least in competition with the other parasites 
and preditors. The coccinellids are frorking early in the 
spring before the parasites a-opervr snd the carsbiciP attack 
the mature larvae that have anparently escaped parasitisTn 
and are about to pupate. 
The coccinellid beetles especially r'egilla raaculata 
De G., Hipnodamia converfxens Guer., and Coccinella 
novemnotata ffost. although small and not especially fe­
rocious appear at a time when they are able to destroy a 
great taany borers. The adult beetles emerge from hiber­
nation early in the spring when food is scarce and as a 
result they feed to considerable extent upon the over­
wintering eggs of the stalk borer and other insects. Later 
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in the season they attack the first and second instar 
larvae but as a rule third and fourth instar larvae are 
able to fight tbera off and escape. Since the beetles 
normally hibernate in protected grass lands and fence 
rows where the stalk borer eggs are raost abundant it is 
to be expected that they will destroy a greet maay of them. 
The following list of the coffirnon coccinellids were found 
hibernating in grass lands heavily infested with Papai'oonia 
eggs. Those marked with an asterisk were observed feeding 
upon the eggs. 
*?j^egilla roaculata De Geer. 
"'HiTD'Dodarflia t)arenthesig Say. 
Hippodaraia IS-'punctata Linn. 
Hipnodamia glncialis Fabr. 
*Hi"DD0damia converfyens Guer. 
*Coccinella 9~nQlata Hbst. 
Ooccinella trifasciata Linn. 
Coccinella sanguinea Linn. 
*Coccinella transversoKuttata Fald. 
* Ad alia bi-punctata Linn. 
Chilocorus bivulnerus nhils. 
Several s-oecies of carabids feed upon the larvae and 
pupae of the borer. The "fiery hunter" (Calosorna calidura 
Fab.) (Fig. 19), the largest and raost ferocious of the 
carabids attacking the borer, is very active nnd is caDable 
of destroying several mature larvae daily. Full grown 
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larvae and. adult beetles ncrrno-lly cons.use about one full 
grovm caterpillar each day but apparently they are alTsays 
ready for a fight and they will attack the catepillars 
almost as fast as they come to then,, Keivly emerged adults 
in cages, have been observed to kill 12 full groim borers 
in one day. It is unfortunate for the stalk borers thr't 
these hostile larva are cecoainfc f\ill grown and the hungry 
adults are emerging about the sawe time that the stalk 
borers are entering the soil to pupate. 
imachus e 1 onrcatus Lee. a large black carabid v/ith 
a blue margin on the tho^ex and elytra is very common in 
fence rows especially in loairsy soil and where there is a 
rnoderete amount of trash. The imiaature stages have not 
been observed but the Pdul s destroy aany borers. 
Scaraties subterraneus var. eubstriatus Hald., a 
large black beetle, wss conv;;;on in gras?; lands and fence 
rov/e. Like the Calosomo. .eetles the adultp were ferocious 
and destroyed many criterpillars thr t hatioened to cross 
their peth. 
Several other species of carabids. includin' , Dicaetus 
elon;-.atu8 Bon., Evarthrua colossus Hewra., E. sodalis Leo., 
Galerita .ianus Fab., and Har-palus Califrinosus Fab. ];ave 
been observed to attack the borers but they are slow to 
act and ?;re not to be considered PS inr^ortant predators. 
Larvae of one of the fire flies {Chaulio;m;?thus 
-oennsylvenicug De G.) was freouently found in Paoaj-iieTna 
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burrowB, and in tv?o instances they were observed attack­
ing half grown borers. They were also observed to attack 
parasite pupae and their value as predators is somewhat 
questionable. 
Hemiptera. 
Five species of Hemiotera were found feeding upon 
Papai-pema larvae and eggs. 
During late Kay and early June adults of Trinhleps 
insidiosus Say were frequently observed feeding upon the 
eg:gs and newly hatched borers. One Triphlei^s devoured 
nine Papaineaa eggs in thirteen minutes but it was then 
apparently satisfied and no further feeding had occurred 
at theend of an hour when observation of it was discontinued. 
The oentatomid. Podisus me.c.:liventris Say, is the 
raost valuable of the predacious Heraintera attacking the 
stalk borer. Half grown nymphs and adults are frequently 
found with the flaccid remins of a h^'lf grown borer hang­
ing on their beaks. 
Adults of the nabid I%bis ferjs Linn., and the red-
uviids, Sinea diadenm Fab., and zelus exsangrais (Stal.), 
attack the half grown larvae but the more nearly mature 
caterpillars are not molested by these bags. 
Chrysopidae. 
Larvae of Chrysona oculata Say have been observed 
feeding upon Papainerfla eggs in the fall and in late spring. 
Caged specimens somewhat reluctantly attacked newly hatched 
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larvae. •'•t is very doubtful if they attaclc larvae in the 
field. 
Hyaenoptera. 
Two species of ants, Solenopsis Biolesta Bay and one 
undetermined species, frequently attack migrating larvae. 
As a rule several ants attac-< ? single larvF and although 
it may put up a good fight for a short tiwe it is finally 
overpowered and carried away by the ants. 
PARASITES, 
Diptera 
Masicera senilis >ig. (M. rayoidea R, C. of Coquillett) 
is by far the most valuable of all the T^arasitee of 
Pa-naipem nebrls. In many localities this fly parasitizes 
as high as 70 per cent of the borers, "^he adults deposit 
living larvae on the host plant, usually near the entrance 
to the tunnel and it is up to the young maggot to find its 
host. Upon finding a borer the maggot attaches its self 
to the caterpillar and quickly burrows through t-^e slcin 
of the host. The maggot feeds within the body cp-vity of 
its host until the borer i8 nearly full grown, usually 
in the last instar, and then ropidiy consajTies most of the 
body tissues. After this the maggot makes its exit frorn 
the e'!!pty larval skin and within a few hours forrns its 
pupf>riu!n. The length of the pupal stage varies from IQ 
to 21 dnys and r.ver'-g';es about fourteen days. 
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Adalt enif>rgence extends over a xrther long period of time, 
beginning July first and continuing ap to September fif­
teenth. Apparently this species passes the winter in the 
larval stage in sone altemote host. 
IT.-mally but one fly e?nerges froa a single >\ost; how­
ever, the eraergenoe of two flies is fairly cotmnon and in a 
few cases three flies hove been reared from a single host. 
In cases vfhere more than one fly developed in a caterpillar 
they were usually siaaller than the others. 
Pmmtion occurs either in the feeding burrow of the 
host or in the soil. Saptroaalus dubius (Ashm), Plesignathus 
sp., and Perila.-nnus hyalinus Say were reared as hyper-
parasites from the puparia of senilis. 
'linthema Quadrinustulata Fabr., a common parasite of 
armyisorras and cutworms, has been reared fTom Pa-paiperna 
larvae and pupae on frequent occasions. This species is 
not a consistent parasite of PriPaioerra and apparently it 
only attaclcs the borer when other hosts are scarce or 
after the fly population has been built UTD during an array-
^^orai or cutworrn outbreak. Kowver, u'hen they do attack 
the borer they frequently imrasitize froiB 13 to 31 per 
cent of the c?'1:erpills.:^s. This percenta;-e would undoubt­
edly be increased but for the fact that this species de­
posits eggs, us.;ally on the thorax of the host, and the 
borers are therefore only susceptible to att:c'< during 
migration periods. 
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Adult es3f=^rgence extends over a. rnther long period of time, 
beginning July first and continuing up to September fif­
teenth. Apparently this species passes the winter in the 
larval stage in soir-e alternate host. 
IT.-ually but one fly emerges from a single >!Ost; how­
ever, the emergence of two flies is fairly coinraon and in a 
few cases three flies hove been reared from a single host. 
In cases ^here more than one fly developed in a caterpillar 
they were usually ssiialler than the others. 
Pupation occurs either in the feeding burrow of the 
host or in the soil. SuptromaluR dubius (Ashm), Plesipinathus 
Bp., and Perilarnpus hvalinus Say were reared as hyper-
parasites from the puparia of K. senilis. 
'lintheiaa quadrinustulata Facr., a common parasite of 
arinyTsorras and catworms, has been reared froni Pa-paipeina 
larvae and pupae on frequent occasions. This species is 
not a conelsfcent parasite of Pnnaiperna and apparently it 
only attacks the borer when other hosts are scarce or 
after the fly population has been built UT) during an arrny-
^^ora or cutworrn outbreak. However, when they do attack 
the borer they frequently -DarasitiEe from 13 to 31 per 
cent of the CPierpillaTs. This percenta^-e would undoubt­
edly be increased but for the fact that this species de­
posits eggs, usually on the thorax of the host, and the 
borers are therefore only susceptible to att- c\. during 
migration periods. 
—1 pc_ 
Ky 
Muacina stabulans Fall, was reared from PapalDema 
larvae in eraall nimbers each eeason and rcany pupnria of 
this species were found Y?ithin the feeding Vjucrows of the 
borer. A fe^? of these were reared from most all large 
field collections of host larvae. 
Gyranochaeta ruficornis 7/ilI., a large tachinid fly, 
is a coTnnion parasite of last ins tar larvae. Just about the 
time B larva mi-.ht be expected to ptipate it frequently 
assumes a swollen appearance in the roid-body region and 
in a short time a large raagpOt penetrates the integument, 
"'his species hioernotes as a pupa, within the feeding 
burroprs of the host or in the soil. The adults eraerge 
the following May. 
Lixus variobili Coa. Three soeciraens of this fly 
were reared from Pa-pa.j-oenia larvae. The adults emerged 
July 15, 1S28. 
garconhrga helicis Tns. and ^^arcophoi-ya cimbicus Tns. 
were reared in small numbers iroin Pa-oaiperfia larvae. 
Hynostena variabilis C'oq. and '^xorista sp. were 
reared from Papaipeffia larvae by Washburn (50) in Minnesota 
b it they hrve not been reared in 
Ryraenoptera. 
Apanteles oapai-pernae (Mues.) the niost comi'-.o-n hymen-
opterous parasite frequetly pr?,ra.Eitizies as high as S8 per 
cent of the borers but the average would be much lox?er 
varying: from eight to fourteen i>er cent. The pnrasite 
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la rvne emerged from the host just nrior to the time that 
it rr.ight be exDected to nupate, xistially after it hf?-s left 
the plant and entered "the soil, however, they occasionally 
c-yorr.e out vAile the host is still in its feeding burrow» 
Within a few hours the larvee spin 'heir white cocoons 
which are arranged parallel to one another and bound to­
gether in a com-oact mass. The rdults emerge during July 
and August. 
^'icrobracan furtivus (Fylf^s) is ler-s common than the 
preceding- specien but r?ns reared fros stallt borer larvae 
collected fro^ several different localities. The larvae 
spin their cocoons during ^^e-nteiaoer but the adults -do not 
emerge until the follovring ''ay. Microbracan caulicola 
Gahn, a common parasite of Pyrausta larvae was reared 
from one Papaipeina larva. 
?'icror)litus gortynae Rly. wns comaon in all localities 
and is -^Tobably the second most isporte.nt hysenopterous 
parasite of the j-talk bo -er. Fro^n 8 to 3S "DErasites 
eniexKed froa a einvle host the averace being 21.4. 'TIS 
parosi'e larvae "asually eaerge frog's the host before it 
leaves it feed in: tun'-el and soon snin their charac­
teristic ribbed cocoons beside the dying host, "he winter 
is passed in the 1-rval st-ge and puliation occurs during 
April or !%y. The adults emerge during May and June. 
Lissonota brunnee (Cress) a large ichneumon parasite 
was reared in Isrge numbers. Adults erserged from over-
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Tjirintering pupae daring April. During the warm hours of 
the day and when placed in a hepted room the adults were 
very active but the teriipersture dropped below 50® F. 
they became quite sluggish, however, they were still able 
to show feeble raovements of the legs and antennae st 30°P. 
It seems probable that there is a spring generation on 
Boise altem^'te host. 
Amblyteles .iucundus (Brulle), aJiother large ichneuaon. 
wa,s reared frora Papaipenia larvae b t in smaller numbers 
than the Drecejifding species. Adults e^nerged during Aujmst 
and a few in Beptember. 
In addition to the hyraenopterous parasiteB of the 
stallc borer mentioned above the following species have 
been reported in literature: !!icrobracon 1 utas (Prov.), 
Saaaritis o^ylus (Cress.), Amblyteles lactus (Brulle), 
and Aiablyteles orpheus (Cress) . 
Diseases 
Many borerc were ^iilled by ^j^ilt disease (unidentified) . 
Invnriably, when large nurabers of borers were plsced in b. 
corivLon receptscle a:":d then isolr-ted a-id ^"eared individijally 
a larc-e Dercen-lage of them died of this disease. Very soon 
after derth the bodies becanie discolored, che.nging through 
brown to blade. ^;?ithin a day the body contents was reduced 
to a dark colored liquid tyhich gnve off a very foul odor. 
Fourteen larvae v/e-e killed by s f .nr.us, Cordyceps r>p.; 
laTvne killed by this diseose developed long white fr-aiting 
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bodies a few days after death. • 
Anothe - fungus, He 1 arrhlgura anisqdIiae (Metsch.) 
Sorok,. v;b,8 quite coniaion on both larvae and pupr.e. Within 
a few hou s after the de- th of the lorva or puTDa a \vhite 
fungus growth BDnesred througfh the spiracles orid in a short 
ti:'?ie the body was covered with a green and ?;hite f ingas 
growth. I,later the whole masr: became green. 
Artificial Control 
The control of the etalk borer calls for preventive 
rather than remedial control meBSures. In fact after a 
field of corn, crrrin, potatoes, or any o'"her cron of 
low cash return is found to be infested there ip very 
little that c?=n be done except to keen the olents in a. 
healthy growing condition and nttenipt to offset the effect 
of the borers. 
Weed Control 
It has been pointed out that the largest borer 
ooriulations ocvur in fields and fence ro?/s containing 
aa.ny large sten-imed weed^especially^ -iant ragweed; and 
that pure stands of grcss, clover and other sraall stenv'ied 
plants will not maintain a borer infeetotion. It^' here-
fore follovvs logically that the el-irninstion of ragweed 
and other larfye vsreeds frou the fence ro^v is the most 
i'.nportsnt single steo in controlling, the borer. 
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Mowing 
Under certain conditions raowint: of infested fence 
rows and waste l?nds may prove beniiici?! but ordinarily 
mowinu when the borers are active will increfse the in­
festation in adjacent fields. Fovjever, mowing during the 
second week in August v?ill remove the hiding places of 
the adults and render the locality undesirable for ovi­
posit ion. If fflowin;. earlier in the season is to be 
effective it will be necessary to remove the cut frass 
and weeds before they beco?:ie entirely wilted. One farmer 
who makes a nractice of mowing- the roadside aromid his 
farra and hauling th-e hay in for feed before it. is 
thoroughly cured states that he has observed hundreds 
of half-grown borers conie out of the grass and drop to 
the eround after the load hsd been hauled to the barnyard 
Buming 
Burning fence rows pnd infested t-rass lands betreen 
November first and "ay first, destroys the overwintering 
eggs and is one of the 'r.ost practical rneRns of control. 
Two yej?rB exDerirnents with burninc show that this method 
will reduce the borer copulation by 85 to 90 oer cent, en 
that burning in the snring is slightly^ 'sore effective 
than burninfj in the fall, "^his is apr>arently due to the 
fact that dead leaves of corn and weeds on which raany 
eggs had been deposited were blo\¥n into the control plots 
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during the win'er and in that the plots which v-ere 
burned in the fal'! were reinfected. 
Miscellaneous treatments. 
After the borer has once entered a valuable plant 
the only nieans of srving th-e plant is by slitting the 
stejs leng'thwise and relieving the offending: caterpillar. 
This reethod will be found very helpful provided care is 
exercise to nrevent c estruction of the x'asculr^r system 
by cross section cui:e. ¥here the plants sre seriously 
injured and the tor)S badly wilted it is advisable to re­
move the plant and oestroy it. 
In jTiany cases it iB possible to kill the borer and 
save the plant by injecting one-half teasnoonful of chloro­
form, carbon tetrachloride or carbon diB'^lnhide into the 
entrance hole and then olugginf;- the o'oening' with moist 
clay. 
•^Talua.cle plants may be protected by tanglefoot 
barriers. The tanglefoot may e aoplied direct to the 
brse of the plcnt but in '•.jost cepes it freems prefer- ble 
to surround the plant u'xth ? tin or cnrdborrd collar four 
or six inches high r,nd aooly the tsriglefoot to the uiTOe'.-
two inches of thi;? collar. If this ty~';e of brrrier is to 
be effective the tanglefoot shovld be sticky at all li^es 
and it is irnnortrnt that the uoper portions of the plsnts 
do not con-e in contact with other slants w-dch are not 
nrotected. 
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THE SPINDLE 
Achatodes zeae (Harris). 
The swindle Y/oria {Achatodes zeae) was first 
describsd end reoorted as corn "oest by ?. W, Harris 
in 1841 (25) . Since that time occasional references 
hc;?e be^rn jrisde to it in literature. It is now generally 
conceded that the swindle '<ForJ:' is seldoEi found in corn 
or other caltivsted croDS except alov)?,: the margins of 
fields of a heavily infested • rowth of elder (Sambucus).• 
DeBcriT5tions 
Egg 
CirculR. in cross section, depressed 81-both poles; 
yellow? when first laid but soon turning to yell ov^dsh vfiray 
exo-chorion scalptured. 
..'iquatorial diaiiieter 0.6 rma., polar diameter 0.33 ran;. 
Larva 
3ody cylindrical, robust, witn^iout secondary hairs, 
yellowish white in color, Heed, thoracic and anal sViield 
and pinocula, glossy blrck; -"nal shields \?ith six profninen 
spines on caudr.l margin. 
Pupa 
^'oderately slender, cylindrical, sligbtly t^^nering 
to anal extremity, reddish brovtn in color. Ferd with two 
prorninent rounded projections. Cremaster without long 
snines but with six sho t soines. Length 15-30 njiii. 
Adult 
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Tbe adult ?^s,s described, as follo'i'78 by W. Harris: 
"The fore wings sre ruot-recl: they rre mottled with gray, 
almost in ands, jniting with the ordinary s-oots, which 
are also gray and indietinct; there is an irregulpr tamiy 
stiot near the tip, and on the veins there are a few bleck 
dots. The hind wings are yellowish gray, with a central 
dusky s-)Ot, behind inrhich are t^o faint, duslcy OJindls. The 
head f.nd thorax are rust-red, with an elevated laOTy tuft 
on e;;.ch. "^he abdoTnen is nale brov.'n, trith a roiv oi" tawny 
tufts on the boCk. The wings expand ne^^rly one inch and a 
half.»' 
llFhi HIBTOFY AKD BABITP: • 
"^gg 
The normal length of the egg stare is about nine or 
nine and one-rialf months. '^gg'S Ifjid curin^; l?)te duly do 
not hatch until the fore nrrt of the follo^inp '^ay. 
Larvae 
'"lie overv/inte..'ir!&: eggs h: tch about the tirae the elder 
is sending out its first leaves fad the newly hntched 
larvae usually burrow into the tios of the sl07/ly unfoliUng 
leaves. Within a fe?i days they wor'f their way into the 
T;)etiole of the le;^f anc^ then c'own into the r-^ain r-^er;T. By 
the time the youn^r shoots from th.e t^-rounn are six to ten 
inches tall second anc third inst^;' Ip.rv-e ;r.ay be found in 
the n:r;in Gte:;:s. 'vlien the bo-'ers outKrow the stems in which 
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they are worlciri;;- they migrate to other pla.nts. "he entrence 
to the burrow is usually'' fe.irly lov; and "he bur.rows al­
most inv- ri:;.bly -oroceed up'.vard from the entrance. Larral 
life vrriee fror. 40 to 65 days in length sn-i flurinj-;' thic 
tifi-ie the borer Dosces through frora six to eight lnrvr.1 iri.-
Gtare. ^hen irrowth is co.-raleted the larvae abandon their 
feeding burrov/s end sees' dead shoots, dry stubs or dead 
weeds in is.fhich they prep.-ire a puoel chamber. 
Pupa 
Pupation occurs in the specially constvudted punal 
chaiabers. In he'-^vily infested thickets as raa.ny as six or 
eight ouose isay be frand :ln a short stem. 
The length of the ouoal period varied iro ri 14 to 31 
days and averaged 19 days. 
Adults 
The adults are nocturnal and eeldora seen during the 
day. Kating norinally ocou;.s the lirnt or second night 
follov/in; emergence and oviposition usually beg-jms the 
night fol.lo'A'ins; fiv-ting. "^ach female deposits from 140 to 
480 egj-jS in cracks, around leaf scars nnd under bits of 
broken bark of old elder plants. 
Seasonal History 
'^he spindle worn hss but one generation a year. The 
overwintering egrcs hntch '-"uring the fore nart of ""ay. By 
July first uractics-lly all of the larvae have pxropted and 
by Auf-ust first the ;r.oths have eji-erged laid their egFS r.nd 
died. 
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Control 
In localities where tlie swindle woriu is .injurious it 
may be controlled by removing the elder plants. 
THE LISSD-CORN BORER 
Oligia fractilinea (Grote) 
The lined com borer is a co^nparatively rare pest in 
Iowa, or at least it has successfully avoided attracting 
attention. It was first found by the writer in Franklin 
County, June 26, 1926. Since that time larvae have "been 
collected in Wright, HaMlton, Black Hawk, !!ar8hall, 
Story and Boone Counties, but never in very large numbers. 
In rxiost cases the larvae ^?-ere taken frosi corn which had 
been planted on s-oring plowed sod. '^he larvae 'ssass* are 
nearly one inch long, vellowish white in color and marked 
with four longitudinal, dull brown strii^es. They usually 
enter the plant by climbing to the top and working down­
ward through the throat of the plant. Pu"oation occurs in 
the soil during late June o • early July and the raoths 
emerge the latter part of July or the fore part of August. 
There is p-'esui^^ably but one generation a year, the eggs 
being laid largely in ti'P.otuy sod during August. 
THE BORER AKD TT'IS LOTUB BORER, 
pyrausta ainsliei Hein. 
Pyrausta uenitalis Grote. 
The sinsrtweed borer (Pyrausta ainsliei) and the lotus 
borer (Pyrausta oenitalis), two close relatives of the 
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the European corn borer, are cosnion inhabitants of 
sinartweed (Polygotiura spp.) in Iowa. They are never in-
;jurious to corn but during, the late summer months irta.ny 
larvae of both enecies seek com stalks, large stemmed 
weeds and other suitable plants as shelter for the winter. 
About the middle of Way the overwintering caterpillars 
pupete within their winter quarters and the moths begin 
to appear about two weeks later. They do not enter the 
corn olants a.gain until it is tirae for larvae of the last 
generation to -Dretiare for hibernation. 
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SUISTARY 
1. The four-lined borer, Luperina stipata. (Morr.), 
the stalk borer, PaPaiDema nebris (fin.) and the spindle 
worm, Achatodes zeae (Harris), are native insects, 
normally feeding upon weeds and grs.sses, but occasion­
ally causing considerable dajsage to corn. 
I  
2. All of these species have but one generation 
each year. The overwintering eggs hatch diiring late 
April or early May and after a short growing period the 
larvae pupate. The moths esierge during mid-sumraer and 
deposit the eggs for the next years brood. 
3. The life history and habits of each species is 
given in detail. 
4. Natural eneraies ulay an important part in hold­
ing these insects in check. The more important parasites 
and predators are listed and some notes on, their hrononiics 
are given, 
5. The elimination of the natural host pla.ntB of 
the borers from the fence row flora and the burning of in­
fested fence rows and grass lands between Koveciber first 
and April first are recomriended cs means of control. 
6. The smartweed borer, Pyrs.usta ainsliei Fein, and 
the lotus bo'-er, Pyrausta r^enitalis Grote, although not 
injurious to corn are frequently found seeking shelter in 
corn stalks during the fall and winter months. 
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Plate I. 
Lutjerina Sti^oata (Korr.) 
Figure 1. 
a. Adult feraale. 
b. Adult male. 
c. Egg. 
d. Larva. 
e. PuTJa. 
f. Injured corn. 
g- Larva in subterranean burrow. 
h. Larva entering plant. 
i. Puim in cell. 
3- Injured Snartina sod. 
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Plate II. 
Luperina stigata (?iorr.) 
Figure 2. A field of eora seriously damaged by the four-
lined borer. 
Figure 3. Com plants showing characteristic injury pro­
duced by the four lined™borer. 
Figu e 4. Sggs of the four-lined borer on grass stem with 
outer sheath partly removed. 
Figure 5. Pupa of the four-lined borer, twice natural 
size. 
Figure 6. Larva of the four—lined borer in pre-pupa stage 
natural sise. 
Figure 7. Adult raoth of the four-lined borer, twice 
natural 8i:-e. 
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Plate 12, 
F"igure Z 
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Plate III. 
Luperina stipata (Morr.) 
Figure 8. Setal pattern of mture larva of ttie foi-T-
lined borer. 
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Plate IV. 
Lunerina stlpata (Morr.) 
Figure 9. Head capsule of sixth inetar larva of tbe 
four-lined borer, showing setal arrangement 
above, dorsal view; below, lateral view. 
Figure 10. Fore and hind wing of the four-lined borer, 
showing wing venation. 
Figure 11. Pupa of the four-lined borer; A, ventral 
view of female; B, dorsal view; C, lateral 
view; D, ventral view of the abdoiaina,! 
sefanents of a male. 
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Plate V. 
Luperlna stipata. (Morr.) 
Figure 12. Graphs showing the effect of food (using 
various parte of the com plant as food) 
upon the widths of successive heed cap­
sules. 
Figure 13. Graphj showing the effect of temperature 
upon the width of successive larva,1 head 
capsules. 
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Plate . 
Lm:)erina stipata (Morr.) 
Figure 14. Graph; showing the effect of tensperature 
upon the duration of the larval stadia. 
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Plate VII. 
Luperina Stipata O'OXT,) 
Figure 15. Map: showing distribution of the four-
lined borer in Iowa. 
Figure 16. Chart: shoeing the seasonal history of 
4 
the four-lined borer. 
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Plate YIII 
Lu-perlna sti-pata (Morr.) and Vecoaixiema, 
nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 17. EctopiiBorpha sp., and Important parasite of 
the four-lined borer. 
Figure 18» Parasitised larva of the four-lined borer 
and cocoons of l^icronlitis gprtynae Riley. 
Figure 19. The fiery hunter, Calosoiaa calidum. an 
enemy of the four-lined borer and the 
stalk borer. 
Figure 20. ScarateB subterranean var. substratus Hnld., 
an iraports-nt predrtor on the four-lined 
borer and the etalk borer. 
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Plate VIII 
Ff^Ure, IS Figure 2. 0-
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Plate IX. 
Papai-pema nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 21. Drawing: siiowing the stalk borer egg, larva, 
pupa, and adult stages., and oharacteriBtic 
injury to plants. 
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Piste IX 
COMMON STALK BORER 
Papaipema nebris Gn. 
featala Moth. 
(wings expanded) 
Typical nebris Gn. 
1st LtsiarLarva. 
TemaleMofh, (/tings expaitded) 
Varief-y niieh Gn. 
MJeMoA. Miate^ Moih 
OamPkat 
ahtnmg Bortr fujarff 
dn£ hstarhcava,. 
FulI-^ TvmLarva orBarer. 
Pupa.. 
Cum SiaJk Com Stalk- qiattOtagVked 
Stem^OcUs 
'BaudeahgBwwr. 
Fi?;;^ re 21. 
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Plate X, 
Papai-pem nebris (Gn.) 
figure 2<3. Corn plants showing characteristic injury 
produced by the stalk borer. 
Figure 23. An ear of corn showing injury by the stalk 
borer. 
Figure 24. A field of corn seriously daiiiaged Dy the 
stalk borer. 
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late X»' 
Fi^{jr& 2. 3. 
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Plate XI. 
Papaipema nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 25. Setal pattern of a mature larva of the 
etalk borer. 
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Plate XII. 
Papaj-ceraa nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 36. Head capsule of an eighth instar larva • 
of the stalk borer shoTcing £5etal arrange­
ment; 8.bo?e, dorsal view; beloT?, lateral 
vie^. 
Figure 27. Piipa of the stallc borer: k, ventral viei?? 
of female; B, dorsal view, C, lateral 
vie-gr 01 the abdominal seg^aents of a male. 
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Plate XIII 
Pa-naipema nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 28. Sggs of the otalfc borer, on grass leaves. 
Fig^ure 2S. Hagiveed stalKrs cut open to show larval 
burrows. 
?i-mre 30. Stallc borer pupa in a corn stal?c. 
Figure 31. Stalk borer larva in a corn stallc. 
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Plate XIII. 
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F^i^ure 2.9. Fig if r& 3 0. Fi^  ure 3! 
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Plate XIV 
PaTJaj-oeaa nebris (Gn.) 
Figure 38. Fence row with a heavy growth of giant 
ragweed, This t;'pe of fence row builds 
up a large borer population. 
Figure 33. A fence row in winter. Many stalk borer 
eggB overv/inter in such fence rows. 
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